
The New Testimony of Christ Jesus Is Not the Old Testament of Judaism

Religion  is  a  noun.  Religio  is  a  Latin  noun more  synonymous  with  verbs.  Christianity and  Judaism are  different

religions. Christianity has more of a good attitude, bringing together the people and enabling common good. Judaism

has more of a proud attitude, segregating the people. Antepenult is a word with three syllables with stress on the last

syllable;  repented,  repentance  and  citizen.  Genesis  6:6,  Hosea  13:14,  Matthew 3:8,  Acts  19:35,  20:21  and  21:39,

Romans 2 and 11:28-29, 2 Corinthians 7:10, Philippians 1:27 and 3:20, Hebrews 6:1 and Revelation 3:12. The Holy

Bible  King James  Version  records the  verb  repented,  past  tense,  in  the  Old Testament  18  times  and  in  the  New

Testament  Gospel  of  Jesus Christ  according to  Matthew and Luke 14  times  and  the  noun repentance  in  the  Old

Testament 1 time and across the New Testament 25 times. The Holy Bible King James Version records the noun citizen

3 times and the Critical Apparatus of it in newer translations more with the noun heaven shows the Christian sense of

Antepenult in repentance from repented, presence in Greek grammar, faith in God and state of the world. Derision is an

antepenult. It functions as such in a Christian context pertaining to prophecy such as writings of the Old Testament

prophets holding culture in derision from antepenults of a preceding past tense repented to succeeding future tense

citizen  of  heaven.  Isaiah  1:2-3.  Assimilation is  the  cultural  assuming of  identity.  Jesus Christ  probably had  olive

coloured skin and represented servant identity through his environment, the Mount of Olives. Numbers 21:8-9, Isaiah

41:25, Zechariah 14:4, Matthew 20:28, Mark 10:45, John 3:14-15 and Philippians 2. Assimilation of Jesus Christ to his

community though his  Mount  of  Olives  environment,  having probably olive coloured  skin and  probably a  darker

coloured skin than Solomon, represents cultural servanthood. Matthew 6:29, 12:42, 24:3 and 26:30 and Luke 11:31,

12:27, 19:37 and 22:37. Association is the cultural ties or connection with identity, historically usually religiously. Jesus

Christ fulfilled Judaism and upholding it, did away with it, replacing it with a better, more most virtuous and ideal

Spirituality,  Christianity.  Numbers  21:8-9  and  John  3:14-15.  Association  of  Jesus  Christ  was  exemplified  by  his

disassociation to Judaism. The Jews leaned and leered at his teachings and questions, so much so, he referred to them as

a brood of vipers which was fulfilled by his death. Matthew 3:7, 12:34 and 23:33, Luke 3:7 and John 3:14-15. Attitude

is tone. Attitude is compelling from an Old Testament poetry perspective, but Attitude of voice and context comparisons

from the Old to much less poetry New Testament is challenging, convincing and life. Ecclesiastes 9:11-12, John 2:13-25

and 3:16-17 and 2 Corinthians 5. Attitude is tone and style and voice differs from the Old Testament to the New

Testament. The Old Testament is written with hard law and compelling poetry.  The New Testament is woven with

challenging  ideals  and  virtuous  love.  Compelling.  Convincing.  Proverbs  14:12-13  and  John 16.  Ballad  is  a  song

accompanied with music and dance. The Song of Solomon, a performance, historical, religious and romantic, employs

many literary terms,  including Ballad,  as  with  David’s  Psalms.  1  Samuel  16:23,  2  Samuel  6:5,  Psalms,  Song of

Solomon, Luke 15:25 and Colossians 3:16. Braggadocio is the bragging Old Testament Songs from boast in the Lord to

New Testament faith, hope and love through Jesus. Exodus 15:1-21, 1 Samuel 18:7, 21:11 and 29:5, Psalm 34:2, the

Song of Solomon, or Song of Songs, Jeremiah 9:23-24, Luke 1 and 1 Corinthians 1:31 and 13:13. The West according

to  government  censuses  identifies  as  a  more  than  half  Christian  majority  Western  historically  Europe  and  North

America and subsequently other usually English speaking countries in the developed world but Western Music and Film

is oft Jewish Braggadocio Culture. The Western world is Masonic-Judeo Culture of Mere Christianity faith based on

Jewish System of Justice, Jewish Literary Term Braggadocio and Attitude of Greek Antepenult repentance in Jewish

and Roman past tense of Antagonist judgement and Jewish sense of respect and reputation. The word justice is not in

the New Testament of Jesus Christ, King James Version. The Justice of God was placed upon Christ. The word respect

is thus used of no better regard of persons from the Justice of God being placed upon Christ. Christians live in His

Glory. Hebrews 11:26. The Western Jewish System of Justice is necessary to govern the such Western Masonic-Judeo



Culture of the people making a mountain out of a molehill, self-fulfilling prophecy, uneducated, immature, laughing to

scorn, provoking, watching uselessness. Luke 8:53, 11:53-54 and 20:20. Western Justice can result in reofferings up of

mere money payments furthering only lawyer referrals wherefrom the Culture of government census more than half

Christian faith majority of reform is to reoffer up the Justice of God already provided in Christ. Hebrews 11:26 and 6:6.

The Western world does suffer hate because its census religion and relationships statistics is a more than half Christian

faith Mere Christianity Great  Divorce majority all  because Western Culture is  Jewish sense of  judgement,  justice,

respect and segregation. 1 Peter and 1 John.  Jewish leader Saul, from the tribe of Benjamin, used his middle name,

Paul, to identify as no longer a Jewish leader who was pleased and found pleasure in persecuting Christians to death

(Acts 8) but, with Paul meaning small, to identify with the humility and suffering of Christ. 12 Tribes of Israel x 12

Disciples of Christ = 144 Hebrew for Angelic x 1,000 Numerous in Antiquity is symbolic of the Old and New in Christ.

Hannah, humble. Jesse, hopeful. Davinic, musical worship. Daniel 7:9-14, Philippians 2:1-12 and Revelation 7:9, 14:1,

21:21-22 and 22:1-5. Jesus Christ  is  from the line of Adam, Abraham, Issac and David. Jesse is  personified with

hopefulness  yet  not  of  subsequent  Davinic-related  lineage  to  humble  Hannah  and  Samuel.  Christ’s  humility  is

furthermore separate to Judaism by disassimilation and disassociation to Solomon. Davinic prophetic musical Christian

tradition is symbolic from point of conversion of Spiritual life eternal worshipping of God. Adam’s dust ends with end

of the crafty, musical, scientific and yet pagan line of Cain from whence it waxed and again waned in King Davidic

tradition. Genesis 1-4, Ballard – 1 Samuel 16:23 and 2 Samuel 6:5, Adaptation of Action in Drama – 2 Samuel 6:1-16,

verse 5 and 3-16, and Luke 15:11-32, verse 25 and 27, and Avant-garde – 2 Kings 6 and 2 Chronicles 20, John 17:3,

Colossians 3:16 and Revelation 14, verse 4, and 18, verse 22. It is important to recognise at first that the New Testament

of Jesus Christ book of Hebrews is addressed as titled ‘To the Hebrews’, literally To the Hebrew People, and that

anonymity is important and so theorising as to whether Paul or Timothy wrote the letter is not important. Hebrews is

addressed to Hebrew speaking people descendant from Abraham and of any language in the Holy Land location and yet

the letter is not addressed to the Greek speaking Hellenist cultured people and so its citing is not of Apocryphal context

or culture but of Old Testament. Hebrews was not written by a direct hearer Disciple of Jesus Christ but by an Apostle

which is very important to understand in context of the location and culture being at a distance and yet at enlightenment,

although religiously and governmentally persecuted and heavily pressed. Hebrews, written anonymously at a distance

of Holy Land Abrahamic religion and Roman secular government, denounces not the reproach of God but the reproach

of Christ  and thereby denotes  an  attitude  of  pleading for  Christ  in  the face  of  all  suffering to  all  descendants  of

Abraham. Hebrews paradox or juxtaposition is that the Abrahamic audience should have been teachers of Christ and yet

they were in need of being taught about Christ so patience is encouraged for confidence and yet the call to Christ from

backsliding  is  grammatically  good  context  to  Christ.  Hebrews  circumstances  is  thus  concluded,  more  than  from

backsliding to proclaim and plead for Christ, in an actual falling away negative attitude of more respect or regard for

persons such as profane Esau than predestined Jacob in the mental state and negativity of the community. A Christian

Hebrew Professor wrote the circumstances of the Hebrews letter is concluded by likening having a ‘more respect’

attitude  of  the  environment  to  Esau’s  profane,  worldly  advancements.  Respect  from  a  Christian  perspective  and

etymology is not for better regard of persons. Hebrews Jerusalem locality is situated in the historicity and divinity of

Jesus Christ and His death and resurrection. Writ by who, from where, salvation is not through the law or temple rituals,

but that people’s suffering was not unto death and enlightenment was Christ’s glory. A Christian Hebrew Professor

wrote Esau was profane, which I think you will only find exactly how in Hebrew, and not worth finding, reading. You

have to be very mentally strong to read original Hebrew because the tone, or voice, of listening to the text is very loud.

Hebrews 1:3.



Phosphenes and Locutions

The mystical doctrine of Saint John of the Cross teaches ordinary meditation and higher

divine contemplation of Spiritual blessings and gifts is aesthetic prayer to Spiritual marriage

from darkening soul nature such as praying with eyes closed to see the Light of the Holy

Spirit. Saint John of the Cross doctrine might not be practical for anyone not a monk or not

a nun. It does live up to the New Testament canon metre Spiritual books (Corinthians and

Ephesians 3:14-21) but it does not teach beyond that to leadership (Timothy) and faith with

works (James). Monk Saint John of the Cross preaffirmed Spiritual phosphene vision of

God greater than current optometry theory. Nun Saint Teresa of Ávila preaffirmed Spiritual

locution hearing of God greater than current Nobel Peace neuroscience dualism mind-brain

interactionism vocable  sorts.  Catholic  Nun  Saint  Teresa  of  Ávila  preaffirmed  locutions

greater than current Nobel Peace neuroscience dualism mind-brain interactionism theory

trying  to  vocables-correct  modern  and  postmodern  mature  immature  language  lingo

manipulation, crypticism craft of language reductionism. Catholic Monk Saint John of the

Cross preaffirmed current optometry theory greater than Nobel Peace neuroscience with

Greek  word  phosphene.  The  Knights  of  Saint  John  wore  black  friar  robes,  which  is

symbolic  for  humility  as  black  looks  smaller  than  white;  less  of  me,  more  of  you.

Ambulance Services originated in Catholic Spain from Spain Monk Saint John of the Cross

black Knights of Saint John phosphene vision Light of God events and Spain Nun Saint

Teresa of Ávila locution hearing Word of God events as greater than theories of optometry

and neuroscience. Matthew 7:6 is one verse which is a whole paragraph on the Spiritual

experiences  of  conversation and confusion which succeeds three verses  interpreted as a

section on Spiritual phosphene phenomenon vision of clear diamonds sometimes upon blue

and/or red, within, neutral, without. A phosphene can appear like mist, a floater according to

optometry, or like lightening, an arc according to optometry, or like the sparkling of a star,

or like the sparkling of a diamond. Science categorises phosphene sight in field of vision as

a phenomenon; entopic or entoptic. Jesus saw Satan fall like lightening. John explains what

is seen: God is Light! The New Testament of Jesus Christ was originally written in Koine

Greek. Phosphene is a Greek word. Science grapples with many theories. God can not be

fabricated. Luke 10:18, John 1:5 and 1 John 1:5. Jesus warned against sign-seeking. Thomas

wanted proof. People in the world demand proof. Jesus said, “Blessed are those who have



not seen and yet have believed.” Worship God. Encourage fellow believers in the faith as

Christian.  Matthew  12:39  and  16:4,  Luke  11:29  and  John  20:29.  Jesus  is  the  Word

inseparably one with and proceeds from the Father with a Spiritual sword of His Word as a

discerner,  symbolic of authority and belief,  not a human sword. Revelation is symbolic.

Matthew 10:34, John 1:1-5 and 10:30, 1 Timothy 6:11-21, Hebrews 4:12 and Revelation.

Audience of hearing locutions from heaven on earth is for humans who receive the powerful

Word of God and speak it in peace, to distinguish between voice and voices and gossiping

and mind physics. Numbers 16:31-35, Psalm 29, Ezekiel 31, Matthew 10:34 and Revelation

19 and 22:1-5. Avant-garde throughout the Holy Bible Old Testament and New Testament is

regarding military and political struggles and of Spiritual enlightenment of faith prayer and

praise worship. Genesis 1-3, Numbers 22, 2 Kings 6, 2 Chronicles 20, Matthew 17, John 2

and 17 and Revelation 22. Humans describe God in three separate personages.  H20 takes

three  separate  forms,  water,  ice  or  steam,  yet  the  essence  of  all  forms  is  inseparably,

interwovenly, H20. God is the Father, Jesus and His Holy Spirit. The Trinity! God Triune.

'Thought. Word. Deed.' BCP. John 14:15-21. The mark of the beast is symbolic for habitual

evil  in  form  of  a  mark  on  the  hand  from  five  half  ancient  literary  representation  of

correctness and perpetual evil in form of a mark on the forehead as browed from the mind of

mental capacity and faculty. 2 Corinthians 4:4 and 13:5. Ecclesiastes 9:10-11, Matthew 6:1-

4 and 8:18-22, John 10:10, 10:28-30 and 16:13, 2 Corinthians 12 and 13:5, Ephesians 4:28,

Philippians 2:1-12, 1 Thessalonians 2:2 and 2:14, 2 Thessalonians 1:2-12, Hebrews 7:11 and

7:22, 1 Peter 3:8-22 and 4:14-19 and Revelation 9:5 and 13:11-18. Alice’s Adventures in

Wonderland  is  merely  upside  down  optometry  theory  against  the  very  nearsighted,

grappling, reductionist, science religion of the supposed Western world, further reduced in

mind by Jabberwocky conscious craft to nervous trauma of Nineteen Eigthty-Four memory.

English  language  use  has  been  reduced  to  such  bastard  title  business  of  counting,

pictorgraphical  representation  and duality  of  mature,  cryptology  immaturity  of  common

accusatory  and  destructive  sense  of  speech  entailing  uneducated  and  biased  lingo  and

opinions  of  bad  statistics. Modern  and  Postmodern  World  controversy  is  unspiritual,

empirical  knowledge  quantified  and  reduced  in  science  to  small  balance  is  denial  and

ignorance from lack of experience of Spiritual sight and sound events. 2 Corinthians 10,

Ephesians 2:1-2, Romans 12:1-2 and Hebrews 12:1-2.



Culture, Science and Sociology

Christianity is an honourable religion because of its leading altruism welfare for any human

and its esteeming attitude of one another where esteem is better synonymous with respect

because  of  its  speaking  with  and  doing  good  for  people,  conversation,  inclusion  and

encouragement.  The West  is  significantly  losing  its  good  of  the  land,  archaic  and  such

gentleman  and  gentlewoman  Christian  tradition  because  its  ever-regressing  supposed

freedom of improper  education and casual  impropriety  culture  is  Semitic  and secular  in

attitude, language use and negativity. The West is a more than half Christian faith majority.

Western  culture  is  steeped  in  Semitic  and  secular  attitude.  Western  society,  thought,

communication and behaviour, reflects literalism and immaturity more than the spirit of its

virtue  and  ideals  of  its  history  and  tradition.  The Holy Bible  does  not  contradict  itself.

Christianity is perceived as weak, contradictory or hypercritical because materialism and

reductionism used and corrupted original meaning of the very Spiritual light and humble

love of God contained in the New Testament of Jesus Christ.  The English language is so

reduced to bastard title business because the rise of the Italian Renaissance which led to the

establishment of the great Protestant English Reformation pinnacle regressed to immature

mind-metaphysics and scientific reductionism relinquishing tradition. Metaphysics is not so

believeable because lure of metaphysical mind is psychological incitement and intimidative

excitement  of  hellish  lies  and  middle-earthed  worldly  self-righteousness  causing  mental

confusion and enlightenment regression. 2 Corinthians 10 and Ephesians 6:10-20. How the

Self Controls Its Brain by John Eccles is controversial,  particularly in terms of Popper’s

world categories and the theological concept of flesh where flesh is quantified by probability,

so never getting to twenty is improbable, but correctness was five and is now twenty. People

like superfluous concepts but language has been reduced to immature courtly love secrets of

a mature audience through a cryptic critical apparatus of reductionist psychological world

lingo,  avoiding good use;  psychology the best  in  theory,  statistics  the worst  in  practice.

Language is reductionistic and fabricative unto culture corruption. The critical apparatus of

the  current  language  vernacular  and  uses  has  been  transferred  and  applied  through  an

immature looking glass of courtly love secrecy renouncing the mature audience its courtesy

tradition. Australian Nobel Peace neuroscience dualism mind-brain interactionism theory is

translated into German, but to conform to the pattern of the world psychological category of

a wonderland of mature, immature reductionist correctness attitude does not renew the mind



unto  Aufklärung.  Reconciliation  of  any  culture  is  often  rejected  because  of  urban  or

subculture attitudes of language ownership associations presenting unforgivable mentalities

of power trips and guilt trips suffering unethical and inhumane perceptions of bad intentions

and threatening behaviour. The world is overtly antagonist. The West identifies as a more

than half Christian faith majority, but interpretation and application is steeped in Semitic

culture and overrun by mainstream secular attitudes to death. Strengthened within might is

not outwardly strong downputting. Western society is Antagonist. The people Assimilate and

Associate with bad Attitude making vulnerable Audience. Western governments boundarise

the people with band-aid solution services. Statistics are bad. Theory will  always remain

theory; proudly lofty and fearfully opportune. Antagonist, Assimilation, Association, Attitude

and Audience are all literary terms which reveal the negativity of society. Social Anxiety can

be  counteracted  through  asserting  boundaries  with  clarity,  comfortability  and  politeness

upholding national values to make good landmark. Jesus was very kind to the people to

whom he showed great courtesy, compassion and cultural sensitivity, teaching them, healing

them and including them. Jesus was also kind to his disciples and Jewish leaders but as time

went  on  he  confronted  his  own  disciples  and  Jewish  leaders.  Jesus  Christ  was  a  bit

Communist. Jesus, Yeshua, from Joshua, give me the mountains unto transfiguration, lived

on a commune, including the people, teaching them and healing them and sharing food and

communion.  Personal,  Catholic,  worldwide  universal  belief  does  not  negate  faith.  Jesus

Christ  was  a  bit  Socialist.  Jesus,  Yeshua,  from  Joshua,  give  me  the  mountains  unto

transfiguration, was very sociable, sent his followers out in all modesty and got most angry

about  the  multicultural  money  trading  stock  exchange  at  the  temple  over  the  deceptive

reofferings. Western Justice can result in reofferings up of mere money payments furthering

only lawyer referrals wherefrom the Culture of government census more than half Christian

faith  majority  of  reform is  to  reoffer  up the Justice  of  God already provided in  Christ.

Hebrews 11:26 and 6:6. Capitalists are aliens to and in their own land. They build bigger

cages  and  longer  chains.  The  Western  world  has  the  best  psychology  and  neuroscience

theory, but it will always remain mere theoristic grappling because general education, culture

and statistics is just so, so bad. Maslow's hierarchy of needs identifies exactly what humans

need and yet statistically and drastically how far humans have regressed. With five being

correctness in antiquity, the basic needs of clothing, shelter, food, relationships and intimacy

are still not met for most humans.



Judas and Suicide

Antagonist, Antepenult, Assimilation, Association, Attitude, Audience, Braggadocio and

Culture

Antagonist. Judas’s betrayal of Christ is related to Antagonist state circumstances of Satan,

Judaism and Roman Government but Judas was not an Antagonist because he repented. The

word repented is recorded more in the Old Testament whereas repentance more in the New

Testament, hence the Old. Judas was probably incited to betray Jesus, but he repented and

returned the thirty pieces of silver, probably a lot of money in those days which perhaps

could have bought a chariot and horse or house, and turned to innocent Christ, but he was

not able to cope in his environment. Judas who betrayed Jesus was not laughed at. Jesus was

laughed to scorn and scorned at the shame of humiliation being laughed at on the cross by

adherents  of  national  religion  and  government  soldiers,  both  who  presented  Antagonist

Attitude. Luke 8:53, Luke 14:29 and Hebrews 12:2. Jesus being condemned to death is in a

Roman Government and Judaism National Religion context. Judas perhaps hung himself

from environmental  trauma  from after  realisation  and  repentance  and  receiving  Christ.

Christians are not condemned to death. Christians are commended to life. Antepenult. Judas

betrayed Christ who was condemned to death. Jesus rose from the dead. Judas repented.

Repented functions  as  an Old  Testament  Antepenult.  Repentance is  the  New Testament

Antepenult.  Hence Judas  repenting was a  fulfilment  of  the  Old Testament  according to

Christ  and  language.  Antepenult  is  a  word  with  three  syllables  with  stress  on  the  last

syllable;  repented,  repentance and citizen. Genesis 6:6,  Hosea 13:14,  Matthew 3:8,  Acts

19:35, 20:21 and 21:39, Romans 2 and 11:28-29, 2 Corinthians 7:10, Philippians 1:27 and

3:20, Hebrews 6:1 and Revelation 3:12. The Holy Bible King James Version records the

verb repented, past tense, in the Old Testament 18 times and in the New Testament Gospel

of Jesus Christ according to Matthew and Luke 14 times and the noun repentance in the Old

Testament 1 time and across the New Testament 25 times. The Holy Bible King James

Version  records  the  noun  citizen  3  times  and  the  Critical  Apparatus  of  it  in  newer

translations  more  with  the  noun  heaven  shows  the  Christian  sense  of  Antepenult  in

repentance from repented, presence in Greek grammar, faith in God and state of the world.

Derision is an antepenult. It functions as such in a Christian context pertaining to prophecy



such as writings of the Old Testament prophets holding culture in derision from antepenults

of a preceding past tense repented to succeeding future tense citizen of heaven. Isaiah 1:2-3.

Braggadocio. Braggadocio is the bragging Old Testament Songs from boast in the Lord to

New Testament faith, hope and love through Jesus. Exodus 15:1-21, 1 Samuel 18:7, 21:11

and 29:5, Psalm 34:2, the Song of Solomon, or Song of Songs, Jeremiah 9:23-24, Luke 1

and 1 Corinthians 1:31 and 13:13. The word justice is not in the New Testament of Jesus

Christ, King James Version. The Justice of God was placed upon Christ. The word respect is

thus used of no better regard of persons from the Justice of God being placed upon Christ.

Christians live in His Glory. Hebrews 11:26.  The West according to government censuses

identifies  as a more than half Christian majority  Western historically Europe and North

America and subsequently other usually English speaking countries in the developed world

but Western Music and Film is oft Jewish Braggadocio Culture. Culture. Christianity is an

honourable religion because of its leading altruism welfare for any human and its esteeming

attitude  of  one  another  where  esteem is  better  synonymous with  respect  because  of  its

speaking with and doing good for people, conversation, inclusion and encouragement. The

West  is  significantly  losing  its  good  of  the  land,  archaic  and  such  gentleman  and

gentlewoman Christian tradition because its ever-regressing supposed freedom of improper

education and casual impropriety culture is Semitic and secular in attitude, language use and

negativity. The West is a more than half Christian faith majority. Western culture is steeped

in Semitic and secular attitude. Western society, thought,  communication and behaviour,

reflects literalism and immaturity more than the spirit of its virtue and ideals of its history

and tradition. Western society is Antagonist. The people Assimilate and Associate with bad

Attitude making vulnerable  Audience.  Western governments  boundarise  the  people  with

band-aid solution services. Statistics are bad. Theory will always remain theory; proudly

lofty and fearfully opportune. The world is overtly antagonist. The West identifies as a more

than half Christian faith majority, but interpretation and application is steeped in Semitic

culture and overrun by mainstream secular attitudes to death. Strengthened within might is

not  outwardly  strong  downputting.  Antagonist,  Antepenult,  Assimilation,  Association,

Attitude, Audience, Braggadocio and Culture literary terms reveal the spiralling downward

negativity and pressure of society, which, for Judas in the end being Spiritually alright, of

which eduring in the world can cause suicide.



Culture or Faith

Absolute is a free flowing form, independent from an object or noun and of influence; poetic, in

euphemism or idiom, grammatically a transitive verb without an object or adjective without a noun.

Chance happens. Keep watch. Ecclesiastes 9:11, Matthew 14:25 and 24:42 and John 3:8. The Holy

Bible Old Testament records God repented. The Holy Bible New Testament records Judas repented.

The record of repented is perhaps Antepenultisised as fulfilment of what Jesus said destroy this

temple  and  raise  it  in  three  days  in  Context  of  times  of  testing  and  suffering.  Attitude  and

Chauvinism appearing monetarily bad Association weakens the Audience. Numbers 23:22 and 24:8,

Deuteronomy 33:17, Job 39:9-10, Psalm 22:21, 29:6 and 92:10, Isaiah 34:7 and Daniel 8:5, Job

1:67 and Proverbs 16:18 and Romans 13, Hebrews 11:26 and 6:6 and Revelation 13. Unicorn. Cf.

Revelation 13. Christian living is Spiritually Antepenultisised of Absolutely God Triune; Absolute

(Word),  Antepenult  (strive),  not  Accent  (sword),  Antagonist  (Semitic,  Roman),  Assimilation

(proud), Association (mob), Attitude (secular, death), Audience (vulnerable). Grammatically, verb

forms,  Antepenultisised,  a  superlative,  and  of,  or  from,  God  Triune,  so  prior  to  Bastard  Title

referencing, getting back to Aufklärung, enlightenment, column referencing, Or. [insert word] of

particular  regard  to  Greek  and  Hebrew  etymology,  synonymously  known.  Romans  13  and

Revelation 13. Christian living is Spiritually Antepenultisised from Absolutely Trinity;  Absolute

(Word),  Antepenult  (strive),  not  Accent  (sword),  Antagonist  (Semitic,  Roman),  Assimilation

(proud),  Association (mob),  Attitude (secular,  death),  Audience (vulnerable).  Whore.  Revelation

1722. Accent and speech of Literary Term Abracadabra (Cabalistic) from Old Testament Hebrew

Association of neighbouring nations’ influence of different belief expressed in Semitic and secular

Attitudes  to  death  language  is  which  Christ  (masculine  noun)  opposed.  Pharmakeia.  Greek.

Governmental medical divination. Revelation 18. The word justice is not in the New Testament of

Jesus Christ, King James Version. The Justice of God was placed upon Christ. The word respect is

thus  used  of  no  better  regard  of  persons  from  the  Justice  of  God  being  placed  upon  Christ.

Christians live in His Glory. Hebrews 11:26. Western Justice can result in reofferings up of mere

money payments  furthering only lawyer  referrals  wherefrom the Culture of government  census

more  than  half  Christian  faith  majority  of  reform is  to  reoffer  up  the  Justice  of  God  already

provided in Christ. Hebrews 11:26 and 6:6. Hebrews 11:26 and 6:6 takes great wisdom Revelation

to understand how western system of government is monetarily opposed of Culture which appears

and presents abominable mentality to Christian faith expression; Greek Anonym Latin Context of

Hebrews  monotheistic  history of  temple.  Paul  probably wrote  Hebrews,  but  the  reason  it  was

published from a distance using Greek Literary Term Anonym, unnamed, is that the Latin Literary

Term Content is controversial, so controversial it is believed Hebrews 11:26 and 6:6 is perhaps the



Revelation of Antagonist Babylon. Gender differences biologically for the male stamina left brain

hemisphere should compliment the female right to feminine sensory perception,  not the George

Orwell  Politics  and the  English  Language  Dangling  Modifiers  sentencing  Dying  Metaphors  of

woman’s rights to dance at balls. Semitic Culture: Capital Punishment! That is what differentiates

Judaism and Islam from Christianity. Western Culture is interfaithed Masonic-Judeo yet the people

by Government censuses want to identity as Christian. Secular attitudes to death and bad language

use  prevent  reform.  Antagonist,  Anti-climax,  Ballad  Chauvinism shows the  difference  between

Judaism and Christianity. The Gospel water of life and God’s Revelation river of life of Jesus’ love

is not quenched by Israeli land as Jesus is the sustenance bread of life and New Spiritual State of

Israel.  Song  of  Solomon 8:7  and  Hebrews  11:26  and  6:6.  America  provides  a  paid  Copyright

registration service at  the Congress Library Copyright Office which does not delete.  Copyright

application requires a significant part of at least a text paragraph like the woman genius Gone with

the  Wind  published  periodically  a  chapter  a  month.  Western  Governments  provide  great

technological  portals  for its  people to  utilise.  Governments  have withheld education from their

people in a secrecy contest to be a wannabe, unique knight, yet the people perish from a lack of

knowledge, so reform exploitation of bad mentalities. Chandeliers with fans was the past exploit;

knowledge and education withheld by the aristocracy. Now we’ve got Air Con technology it’s more

about the rich and famous worrying about catching a cold; there’s only so many unique words in the

dictionary for a future world population. The problem with the world is lack of education resulting

in bad economics and bad demographics from governments refusing knowledge and clustering up

language into  a  love  of  money meaning which  causes  people  to  commit  crimes  to  summarise

Politics  and  the  English  Language,  Orwell.  Australian  Nobel  Peace  neuroscience  mind-brain

dualism theory is controversial because the world categories philosophical basis of brain psychics

quantification is perceived from negative cultural mindset and so view of vocables needs correction

and that is the metre of the book. Being Zionist is different to being Sionist. The Christian English

translation of the Jewish Old Testament differentiates an English language wind sound from the

Hebrew language glottal Accent, thus sense of etymology and Antepenultism is Sion, not Zion, and

Davinic,  not  Davidic.  Colossians  3:16.  Christian  living  is  Spiritually  Antepenultisised  from

Absolutely Trinity; Absolute (Word), Antepenult (strive), not Accent (sword), Antagonist (Semitic,

Roman), Assimilation (proud), Association (mob), Attitude (secular, death), Audience (vulnerable).

Romans  13  and  Revelation  13.  Antepenultisising.  Spiritual  faith  in  Christ  Jesus  expression,

quantified in Australian Nobel Peace neuroscience as mind reappraisals and vocables suggested to

counteract  perception  impairment  caused by mental  event  lingo  denial  of  Spiritual  event  faith

substance not experienced. Write THUNDER in a sunshower, Sons of Thunder!



Spiritual Events Thunder

Audience. The Gospel of Jesus Christ according to Matthew is Hebrew Audience. The Gospel of

Jesus Christ according to Mark is Aramaic Audience. The Gospel of Jesus Christ according to Luke

is Social Audience. The Gospel of Jesus Christ according to John is Philosophical Audience. The

West by Government censuses identifies as a more than half Christian faith majority yet Culture is

Masonic-Judeo; the Western Court of Law Holy Bible KJV (Cambridge) puts justice and unicorn

only in the Old Testament: Hebrews 11:26 and 6:6, Romans 13 and Revelation 13 and 18. Western

Governmental Victims Services state victims are psychologically traumatised yet the very western

Masonic-Judeo system of Jewish sense of justice serves up to mere lawyer referrals of only money

payments and Culture of Bastard Title Barbarism which prolongs trauma anguish. Using Literary

Terms Bastard Title Barbarism form of language is usually a form of mental illness. According to

Germanic  Nobel  Peace  neuroscience  mind-brain  interactionism  dualism  theory,  everyone

experiences mental events. Explain! Learn to use your brain with finesse and skill. Absolutes. Rise

up.  Chance  happens  (Cabalistic  Abracadabra).  Fear  God.  Keep  watch  (Transfiguration).  Break

bread,  Eat  up,  Drink  up  (Communion).  Pray  God  (Accidence).  Sing  song.  Numbers  10:35,

Ecclesiastes 9:11 and 12:13, Matthew 17:1-13 and 24:42, Romans 12:1 and Colossians 3:16. Old

Testament LORD (God) Absolute Rise up of God’s people wandering in a wilderness desert  is

fulfilled in the New Testament of Jesus Christ Crucifixion of Christ on Golgotha, The Place of the

Skull, outside the city gates of Jerusalem. Scapegoat. Numbers 21:4-9 and John 3:14-15. Humans

exube yearnings for the divine. Revelation of the infinite is not as finite and corrupt as mind and

lingo but that the wave upon wave bubbling phosphene light and locution sound Spiritual events is

quantified experience and explanation by the Spiritual gift of discernment. 1 Corinthians 13:2 is

using Greek Literary Term Hyperbole as exaggeration not meant to be taken literally, also Matthew

5 and 18 and Mark 9, Matthew a Hebrew Audience, Mark an Aramaic Audience, which is also

synonymous with Greek Literary Term Bathos. Hosea 4 and 1 Corinthians 3. Ad Libitum, or Ad

Lib, is impromptu speech expression, saying. Jesus used Ad Lib in a good context to his mother,

Mary, “Woman, what have I to do with thee?” and in a bad context to his disciple, Peter, “Get thee

behind me, Satan.” Matthew 16:23, Mark 8:33, Luke 4:8 and John 2:4. Ad Lib was used by Jesus

when he fulfilled an Old Testament Torah law book Spiritual event and spoke to his mother at a

wedding reception where he performed his first miracle and turned water into wine and showed

Spirit. Numbers 22, John 2:1-12 and Hebrews 4:13-14, 7:25 and 9:24. Media suggests to remove

the word bitch, yet language is metaphorically, biologically dissectional and corrupt, waiting for

opportune time; men suicide more than women, women blame men; masculine noun Satan is the

accuser, feminine noun Babylon the Whore of Speech is the accuser. Tense of the word lying from



archaic  phrase  to  lie  in  wait  Old  Testament  Literary Term Absolute  Rise  up  (Numbers  10:35)

fulfilled in Christ (John 3:14-15) to Modern English phrase lying in wait is the problem of to lay

wait Governmental lying bitch wrong Absolute Antepenult form. Money choices, but the yet to be

achieved socialist utopia will not resolve the inherent evil nature of human beings Jesus warned of

always  failing  basic  human needs  even if  good socialist  values  are  already expressed  in  strict

countries.  Reform capitalist  exploitation  mentality.  Blind  Tooling  is  a  technique  of  fabrication

craftsmanship particularly used in medieval times where precious stones were fastened to metal

casings or framings of books and adorned the covers of illuminated manuscripts in all decorated art

which were considered  community property.  The Parable  of  the Prodigal  Son is  Adaptation of

Action in Drama of the King David Davidic tradition becoming a musical meaty feast celebration

Absolute  Divine  Davinic  tradition  through  Jesus.  2  Samuel  6:1-16,  verses  5  and  13-16,  Luke

15:1132, verses 25 and 27, and Hebrews 5:12. If names can function as an Antepenult, Nathanael is

the best example of an Antepenult name as the basis of Spiritual event faith experiences in Christ

Jesus from Old to New Absolute Antepenult Antepenultisising tense hope in Heaven from Jesus is

Nathanael Context. John 1 and 21. Content is a Latin Literary Term. Anonym and Pseudonym are

Greek Literary Terms. Literary Work Significant Part is not the current modern reductionist Culture

regression encouraging people to go back from Contents to acknowledgments but to go forward

from sentences to paragraphs. The Holy Bible King James Version (KJV) rights is vested in the

Crown (Cambridge). The words justice (Hebrews 11:26) and unicorn (Revelation 13) is in the Old

Testament but not in the New Testament of Jesus Christ. Jesus is the Word of God. God Triune. The

Trinity. (Hebrews 1:3). Attitude of Chauvinism is Old Testament confused and destroy mentality.

Audience of Commus is New Testimony peace through prayer. Love of neighbour? Peace with

neighbouring  nations.  2  Chronicles  20,  Matthew  22:34–41,  Mark  12:28–34,  Luke  10:25-29,  1

Corinthians 15 and Ephesians 3. God Triune is the Father from whom proceeds Jesus, the Word of

God, Spiritually One with the Father and King of Heaven, powerful in His Holy Spirit, Jesus being

God from God (Nicene Creed). Literary Terms Absolute Courtesy Book Credo tradition. Philippians

2:1-13 and Hebrews 1:3. Courtesy Book tradition disconnects proud respect sense of disrespect

Assimilation Association Attitude of stuck-up unicorn mentally bullying mentality from Courtesy,

compassion, cultural sensitivity & respect with compassion and humility, upholding Yours humbly

Royal  salutation.  Absolutes  do not  have a  transitive verb;  Accidence is  a  synonymous form of

communication style. Superlatives are so Antepenultatative; Antepenultisising tenses is the Attitude

of  constructive  positivity  able  to  counteract  lingo  reductionism  of  the  Age  of  Enlightenment

regression.  Technology is  a  great  way to substantiate  and verify explanation  of  Spiritual  event

experiences. The basis of my Christian faith is prayer and song in the peace and safety of my home.

My views or my Purity of Interpretation of the Western Court of Law Holy Bible is controversial.



Christianity: Capitalism or Socialism

A Christian Perspective on Faith, Experience and Expression

Christian Tradition

Christianity is an honourable religion because of its leading altruism welfare for any human and its

esteeming attitude of one another where esteem is better synonymous with respect because of its

speaking with and doing good for people, conversation, inclusion and encouragement. The West is

significantly losing its good of the land, archaic and such gentleman and gentlewoman Christian

tradition  because  its  ever-regressing  supposed  freedom  of  improper  education  and  casual

impropriety Culture is Semitic and secular in attitude, language use and negativity. The West is a

more than half Christian faith majority. Western culture is steeped in Semitic and secular Attitude.

Western society, thought, communication and behaviour, reflects literalism and immaturity more

than the spirit of its virtue and ideals of its history and tradition.

Reductionism

The  Holy  Bible  does  not  contradict  itself.  Christianity  is  perceived  as  weak,  contradictory  or

hypercritical because materialism and reductionism used and corrupted original meaning of the very

Spiritual light and humble love of God contained in the New Testament of Jesus Christ. The English

language is so reduced to Bastard Title business because the rise of the Italian Renaissance which

led to the establishment of the great Protestant English Reformation pinnacle regressed to immature

mind-metaphysics and scientific reductionism relinquishing tradition.

Regression

The Critical Apparatus of the current language vernacular and uses has been transferred and applied

through an immature looking glass of Courtly Love secrecy renouncing the mature audience its

Courtesy tradition. Reconciliation of any Culture is often rejected because of urban or subculture

attitudes of language ownership associations presenting unforgivable mentalities of power trips and

guilt  trips  suffering  unethical  and  inhumane  perceptions  of  bad  intentions  and  threatening

behaviour. The world is overtly Antagonist. The West identifies as a more than half Christian faith

majority, but interpretation and application is steeped in Semitic culture and overrun by mainstream

secular Attitudes to death. Strengthened within might is not outwardly strong downputting.



Communism and Socialism

Jesus was very kind to the people to whom he showed great Courtesy, compassion and cultural

sensitivity, teaching them, healing them and including them. Jesus was also kind to his disciples and

Jewish leaders but as time went on he confronted his own disciples and Jewish leaders. Jesus Christ

was a bit Communist. Jesus, Yeshua, from Joshua, give me the mountains unto transfiguration, lived

on  a  commune,  including  the  people,  teaching  them and  healing  them and  sharing  food  and

communion. Personal, Catholic, worldwide universal belief does not negate faith. Jesus Christ was

a bit Socialist. Jesus, Yeshua, from Joshua, give me the mountains unto transfiguration, was very

sociable, sent his followers out in all modesty and got most angry about the multicultural money

trading stock exchange at the temple over the deceptive reofferings.

Capitalism

Western  Justice  can  result  in  reofferings  up  of  mere  money  payments  furthering  only  lawyer

referrals wherefrom the Culture of government census more than half Christian faith majority of

reform is  to  reoffer  up the Justice of God already provided in Christ.  Hebrews 11:26 and 6:6.

Capitalists are aliens to and in their own land. They build bigger cages and longer chains. The

Western world has the best psychology and neuroscience theory, but it will always remain mere

theoristic grappling because general education, Culture and statistics is just so, so bad. Maslow's

hierarchy of needs identifies exactly what humans need and yet statistically and drastically how far

humans have regressed. With five being correctness in antiquity, the basic needs of clothing, shelter,

food,  relationships  and intimacy are  still  not  met  for  most  humans.  There  needs  to  be a  clear

distinction between money and choices as the Holy Bible etymology of words riches and wealth

and mammon and money is caught up in misinterpretation and literalism long buried from grounded

warrior  mentality  laced  with  sense  of  extortion  and  exploitation.  There  needs  to  be  a  clear

distinction between money and choices as the Holy Bible etymology of words riches and wealth

and mammon and money is caught up in misinterpretation and literalism long buried in a grounded

warrior mentality laced with sense of extortion and exploitation.

Symbolism and Government: Christ is Justice, Jesus is Righteous

Semitic  Culture:  Capital  Punishment!  That  is  what  differentiates  Judaism  and  Islam  from

Christianity. Western Culture is interfaithed Masonic-Judeo yet the people by Government censuses

want to identity as Christian. Secular Attitudes to death and bad language use prevent reform.



Antagonist,  Anti-climax,  Ballad  Chauvinism  shows  the  difference  between  Judaism  and

Christianity. Attitude and Chauvinism appearing monetarily bad Association weakens the Audience.

Numbers 23:22 and 24:8, Deuteronomy 33:17, Job 39:9-10, Psalm 22:21, 29:6 and 92:10, Isaiah

34:7 and Daniel 8:5, Job 1:67 and Proverbs 16:18 and Romans 13, Hebrews 11:26 and 6:6 and

Revelation  13.  Unicorn.  Cf.  Revelation  13.  Christian  living  is  Spiritually  Antepenultisised  of

Absolutely  God  Triune;  Absolute  (Word),  Antepenult  (strive),  not  Accent  (sword),  Antagonist

(Semitic,  Roman),  Assimilation  (proud),  Association  (mob),  Attitude  (secular,  death),  Audience

(vulnerable).  Grammatically,  verb  forms,  Antepenultisised,  a  superlative,  and  of,  or  from,  God

Triune, so prior to Bastard Title referencing, getting back to Aufklärung, enlightenment, column

referencing, Or. [insert word] of particular regard to Greek and Hebrew etymology, synonymously

known.  Romans  13  and  Revelation  13.  Christian  living  is  Spiritually  Antepenultisised  from

Absolutely Trinity; Absolute (Word), Antepenult (strive), not Accent (sword), Antagonist (Semitic,

Roman), Assimilation (proud), Association (mob), Attitude (secular, death), Audience (vulnerable).

Whore. Revelation 17-22. Accent and speech of Literary Term Abracadabra (Cabalistic) from Old

Testament Hebrew Association of neighbouring nations’ influence of different belief expressed in

Semitic  and  secular  Attitudes  to  death  language  is  which  Christ  (masculine  noun)  opposed.

Pharmakeia. Greek. Governmental medical divination. Revelation 18. The word justice is not in the

New Testament of Jesus Christ, King James Version. The Justice of God was placed upon Christ.

The word respect is thus used of no better regard of persons from the Justice of God being placed

upon Christ. Christians live in His Glory. Hebrews 11:26. Western Justice can result in reofferings

up of mere money payments furthering only lawyer referrals wherefrom the Culture of government

census more than half Christian faith majority of reform is to reoffer up the Justice of God already

provided in Christ. Hebrews 11:26 and 6:6. Hebrews 11:26 and 6:6 takes great wisdom Revelation

to understand how western system of government is monetarily opposed of Culture which appears

and presents abominable mentality to Christian faith expression; Greek Anonym Latin Context of

Hebrews monotheistic history of temple. The Western Masonic-Judeo System of Justice and Culture

of lawyer referrals for only money payments reoffers up not only the Justice of God in Christ but

forgoes ability to enjoy choice. Spiritual. Ecclesiastes 6:2 and 5:19-20, Matthew 12:42, Luke 11:31

and Hebrews 11:26 and 6:6.

Personal Faith: Experience and Expression

Holy Bible translations subsequent to the King James Version use wording caught up in etymology

of  Correctness  from  the  German  Age  of  Enlightenment  English  control  and  centuries  long

metaphysical regression of Bastard Title Barbarism reductionism too controversial for definition.



The Holy Bible New International Version excels in Antepenultisising Citizen of Heaven as a title

of Absolute divinity and peaceability Correctness tense of hope away from other translations caught

up from Age of Enlightenment in Age of Reason and Climate of Opinion reductionism. Courtesy

Book tradition disconnects proud respect sense of disrespect Assimilation Association Attitude of

stuck-up unicorn mentally bullying mentality from Courtesy,  compassion,  cultural  sensitivity &

respect with compassion and humility, upholding Yours humbly Royal salutation. Counselling is the

act of getting alongside someone and helping them. The West is a more than half Christian faith

majority with America at 75% and Australia at 51%. The Holy Bible is a Western Court of Law

Text.  The Holy Spirit  is  The Paracletus,  para being prefix for alongside.  Learning English and

speaking good English goes hand in hand with and is an important part of perhaps the spiritual gift

of  tongues  and  interpretation  of  tongues  and  is  an  important  aspect  to  the  spiritual  gift  of

discernment and knowledge so learn and grow and lead and admonish. Technology is a great way to

substantiate and verify explanation of Spiritual event experiences. The basis of my Christian faith is

prayer and song in the peace and safety of my home. My views or my Purity of Interpretation of the

Western  Court  of  Law Holy Bible  is  controversial.  Faith  in  Jesus  from Jesus  is  an  implanted

yearning for God in the spirit of believers which by the indwelling of the Holy Spirit Christians

praise God and speak in Holy Spirit so reflect upon how beautiful the gift of faith yearning prayer

of the gift of praying in tongues feels. 

Jesus is the Word inseparably one with and proceeds from the Father with a Spiritual sword of His

Word as a discerner, symbolic of authority and belief, not a human sword. Revelation is symbolic.

Matthew 10:34, John 1:1-5 and 10:30, 1 Timothy 6:11-21, Hebrews 4:12 and Revelation. Audience

of hearing locutions from heaven on earth is for humans who receive the powerful Word of God and

speak  it  in  peace,  to  distinguish  between  voice  and  voices  and  gossiping  and  mind  physics.

Numbers 16:31-35, Psalm 29, Ezekiel 31, Matthew 10:34 and Revelation 19 and 22:1-5. Humans

describe God in three separate personages. H20 takes three separate forms, water, ice or steam, yet

the essence of all forms is inseparably, interwovenly, H20. God is the Father, Jesus and His Holy

Spirit. The Trinity! God Triune. 'Thought. Word. Deed.' BCP. John 14:15-21. Ambulance Services

originated in Catholic Spain from Spain Monk Saint John of the Cross black Knights of Saint John

phosphene vision Light of God events and Spain Nun Saint Teresa of Ávila locution hearing Word

of God events as greater than theories of optometry and neuroscience. The Angelic Community is

12 Tribes  of  Israel  x  12 Disciples  of  Christ  =  144 Hebrew for  Angelic  x  1,000 Numerous in

Antiquity is symbolic of the Old and New in Christ through Jesus alone. Daniel 7:9-14, Philippians

2:1-12 and Revelation 7:9, 14:1, 21:21-22 and 22:1-5. Worship God!



Christian Same-sex Marriage

Same-sex  marriage  can  be  Christian  identity  because  the  substance  of  faith  is  Spiritual,  thus

Christianity, unlike the two other monotheistic religions Judaism and Islam, is Spiritual identity

events  in  Christ  Jesus,  not  earthly  Abrahamic  lineage.  Galatians  3:14  and  Hebrews  11:1.  Ad

Libitum, or Ad Lib, is impromptu speech expression, saying. Jesus used Ad Lib in a good context to

his mother, Mary, “Woman, what have I to do with thee?” and in a bad context to his disciple, Peter,

“Get thee behind me, Satan.” Matthew 16:23, Mark 8:33, Luke 4:8 and John 2:4. Ad Lib was used

by Jesus when he fulfilled an Old Testament Torah law book spiritual event and spoke to his mother

at a wedding reception where he performed his first miracle and turned water into wine and showed

Spirit. Numbers 22, John 2:1-12 and Hebrews 4:13-14, 7:25 and 9:24. Jesus taught on marriage in

terms of a new, ideal way of Spirit from law and culture, heterosexually and social welfare; divorce

a bad ideal from the hardening of hearts and asexuality and way of Spirit a good ideal to His Church

being the bride united in Spirit to Him the groom. Ad Lib was used by Jesus in a good and bad

context and from the personal pronoun used in a bad context, Satan, or the devil, and few mentions

of that personal pronoun; fire and brimstone is another example of Ad Lib in a bad context which

refers to the evil of Sodom and Gomorrah. Christian marriage and sexuality teaching is in terms of

law,  being  clean,  or  pure,  and culture,  social  welfare,  Levirate  marriage,  all  being  an  asexual

Spiritual ideal. Marriage in the Holy Bible is from a heterosexual perspective because of the law,

culture and limited science. Christian teaching on homosexuality is that it is unnatural. However,

homosexuality is taught to be unnatural because of infection which modern science prevents with

contraception. The law and the culture of the modern world now represents and supports inclusion

of homosexuality. Christian teaching is homosexuality is biologically rare, yet perhaps homosexuals

can not help the way they feel because the Age of Reason has been so offset in promiscuity and/or

neglect and/or abuse affected their psyche. Psyche is a Classical World Greek science word and

term. Jesus, His disciples and apostles taught on the ideal of being married in Spirit or otherwise

biologically,  heterosexually  faithfully  espoused  and  against  immoral  sexuality  with  the  Spirit

revealing the knowledge of God for believers to know and feel growing in measures of faith. Ad Lib

in terms of marriage, law, culture, Classical World Greek science and modern science, reasons the

ideal  of  the  way of  the  Holy Spirit  reveals  the  knowledge of  God for  both  heterosexuals  and

homosexuals as the Holy help to act upon gently and humbly for any new restoration. Genesis 1-3

and 19:1-29, Numbers 22, Deuteronomy 21-25, Matthew 16:21-23, 19:3-12 and 22:133, Mark 8:27-

33, Luke 4:1-13, 10:21-22, 17:32-37 and 20:27-47, John 2:1-12, Romans 1:11-32, 1 Corinthians 7,

Galatians 3 and 6:1, 1 Timothy 3-5, Hebrews 4:13-14, 7:25 and 9:24 and James 1.



Cryptology or Moment

The  West  has  regressed  to  such  immature  Bastard  Title  Barbarism  Germanic  English

language  psychological  lingo  reductionism  yet  German  Aufklärung  Enlightenment  will

continue to challenge the deprived Government and depraved social mentality and pave way

for education and politics. Western Government is caught up in leading literarily immature

biased partisan Literary Terms Age of Reason Barbarism Bastard Title Climate of Opinion

humanism of secular Attitudes to death Culture typical of Western Government minority

belief  opposed  to  census  majority  and  vote.  Western  lingo  is  mere  sentences  lacking

significant parts. The Commonwealth promotes free Creative Commons licensing without

providing  education  and  withholding  too  controversial  Content  unto  perpetual  deletion

loom.  America  provides  paid  Copyright  registration  protecting  rights.  Western  lingo  is

sentenced  slop  lacking  significant  parts.  The  Commonwealth  promotes  free  Creative

Commons licensing without providing education and withholding too controversial Content

unto  perpetual  deletion  loom.  America  provides  paid  Copyright  registration  protecting

rights.  America  provides  a  paid  Copyright  registration  service  at  the  Congress  Library

Copyright Office which does not delete. Copyright application requires a significant part of

at least a text paragraph like the woman genius Gone with the Wind published periodically a

chapter a month.  Honor (American).  Honour (British).  Despite such proliferant  feminist

nonsense misandry of the word man, hu being a prefix for compound human being as in

humankind and being humane is that hu is linguistically honorific of vocal pronunciation in

honour of woman being women first. John Knox was believed to be a heretic in his lifetime

but is now celebrated as authority on Protestant theology and English grammar. William

Blake was opposed to organised religion of the Protestant Church institution but is now

canonicised as one great English poet and painter. John Knox was believed to be a heretic in

his lifetime but is now celebrated as authority on Protestant theology and English grammar.

William Blake was opposed to organised religion of the Protestant Church institution but is

now  canonisised  as  one  great  English  poet  and  painter.  God  the  Absolute  Antepenult

ontology bests reductionist  nether plane sense of spiraling downward Accent Antagonist

Assimilation  Association  Attitude  Audience  Barbarism Bastard  Title  Content  Culture  of

judgemental lingo with accusatory pitch of homonyms so immature and so evasive. Romans

8:11 and Philippians 2:1-13.  Western communication is based on reductionism language



regression of proud Accent Antagonist Assimilation guilty by Association bad Attitude to

death making vulnerable Audience by Barbarism immature Bastard Title Context Culture of

precedents  pulling  law like  snakes  and ladders.  The  Old  Testament  accuser  is  Satan,  a

masculine  noun.  The  New Testament  accuser  is  Babylon  the  Whore,  a  feminine  noun.

Words justice (Hebrews 11:26) and unicorn (Revelation 13) are not in the New Testament,

KJV (Cambridge); unicorn (Revelation 13) is in the Old Testament 9 times. The Holy Bible

(KJV,  Cambridge)  puts  justice  and  unicorn  in  the  Old  Testament  but  not  in  the  New

Testament of Jesus Christ; Christian justice suffering and Jewish unicorn mentality is put in

symbolically in Hebrews 11:26 and Revelation 13 as Christianity being opposed to Judaism.

The Holy Bible (KJV, Cambridge) records unicorn 9 times in the Old Testament only and

stedfast 6 times in the Old Testament and 17 times in the New Testament of Jesus Christ.

The Masonic-Judeo Defence Cryptology West uses Revelation 13 unicorn mentality and

menorah steadfastness. The Holy Bible (KJV, Cambridge) records unicorn 9 times in the

Old Testament and stedfast 6 times in the Old Testament and 17 times in the New Testament

of Jesus Christ. The Masonic-Judeo Defence Cryptology West uses Revelation 13 unicorn

mentality  with  one  menorah  steadfastness.  The  Holy  Bible  (KJV,  Cambridge)  records

unicorn (Revelation 13) 9 times in the Old Testament only and stedfast 6 (Star of David

Shield) times in the Old Testament and 17 (Masonic-Judeo 1 Menorah) times in the New

Testament of Jesus Christ for Masonic-Judeo Defence Cryptology use? The Jews laughed

Jesus to scorn, provoked Jesus and watched Jesus (Luke 8:53, 11:53-54 and 20:20). Such

Jewish  sense  is  prevalent  in  western  Culture  from  Holy  Bible  literalism  and

misinterpretation thus Justice Services is forever being too lenient a System and so Crime

persists.  Justice  charters  Services to  uphold Victims Rights  with ‘Courtesy,  compassion,

cultural  sensitivity  &  respect’  and  all  monotheistic  religions  prevalent  in  Western

Government, Culture and Society show Compassion well but differently from each to their

own textual etymology belief. The New Testament of Jesus Christ is appended to the Old

Testament as a comparison,  Jesus  Christ  being noun of the  text  and Christ  Jesus being

religio verb of Spiritual  events from the personal pronoun place name proper of Joshua

Yeshua,  thus strength is  Spiritual  elation within.  The New Testament  of  Jesus Christ  is

appended to the Old Testament as a comparison, Jesus Christ being noun of the text and

Christ Jesus being religio verb of Spiritual events from the personal pronoun place name

proper of Joshua Yeshua, thus strength within is Spiritual elation.



Christ Jesus Redux

Allusion to the Angelic Community is from disassociation of Antagonist Anticlimax Assimilation to Chauvinism

and Culture of Satan the Accuser and Babylon the Whore of Speech causing self-righteousness and psychological

death.  Job  1:6-7,  Psalm  91,  Proverbs  16:18  and  Revelation  13.  Allusion  to  faith  in  Christ  Jesus  is  from

disassociation of Antagonist Anticlimax Assimilation to Chauvinism and Culture of Satan the Accuser and Babylon

the Whore of Speech causing self-righteousness and psychological death. Job 1:6-7, Psalm 91, Proverbs 16:18 and

Revelation 13. Allusion to the Angelic Community is from disassociation of Antagonist Anticlimax Assimilation to

Chauvinism and Culture of Satan the Accuser and Babylon the Whore of Speech cause of self-righteousness and

the second death. Job 1:6-7, Psalm 91, Proverbs 16:18 and Revelation 2-20. Allusion to faith in Christ Jesus is from

disassociation of Antagonist Anticlimax Assimilation to Chauvinism and Culture of Satan the Accuser and Babylon

the Whore of Speech cause of self-righteousness and the second death. Job 1:6-7, Psalm 91, Proverbs 16:18 and

Revelation  2-20.  Antepenult  of  the  Angelic  Community  and  faith  in  Christ  Jesus  is  from  disassociation  of

Antagonist Anticlimax Assimilation to Chauvinism and Culture Revelation of Spiritual Citizen of Heaven. Job 1:6-

7, Psalm 91, Proverbs 16:18, John 1 and 21, Philippians 2-3 and Revelation 2-20. If names can function as an

Antepenult, Nathanael is the best example of an Antepenult name as the basis of Spiritual event faith experiences in

Christ Jesus from Old to New Absolute Antepenult Antepenultisising tense hope in Heaven from Jesus is Nathanael

Context. John 1 and 21. The Holy Bible New International Version excels in Antepenultisising Citizen of Heaven

as a title of Absolute divinity and peaceability Correctness tense of hope away from other translations caught up

from Age  of  Enlightenment  in  Age of  Reason  and Climate  of  Opinion reductionism.  Holy Bible  translations

subsequent to the King James Version use wording caught up in etymology of Correctness from the German Age of

Enlightenment English control and centuries long metaphysical regression of Bastard Title Barbarism reductionism

too controversial for definition. Absolutes eat  up and drink up Antepenultisising citizen celebration of faith is

negativity in Hebrew poetry but is positivity from Hebrew prophecy of the Absolute Deity of God and hope of

Heaven  through  Christ  Jesus.  Ecclesiastes  8:15,  Isaiah  22:13  and  1  Corinthians  15,  verse  32.  Attitude  of

Chauvinism is Old Testament  confused and destroy mentality.  Audience of Commus is New Testimony peace

through prayer. Love of neighbour? Peace with neighbouring nations. 2 Chronicles 20, Matthew 22:34–41, Mark

12:28–34, Luke 10:25-29, 1 Corinthians 15 and Ephesians 3. The word justice is not in the New Testament of Jesus

Christ, King James Version. The Justice of God was placed upon Christ. The word respect is thus used of no better

regard of persons from the Justice of God being placed upon Christ. Christians live in His Glory. The West by

Government censuses identifies as a more than half Christian faith majority yet Culture is Masonic-Judeo; the

Western Court of Law Holy Bible KJV (Cambridge) puts justice and unicorn only in the Old Testament: Hebrews

11:26 and 6:6, Romans 13 and Revelation 13 and 18. Hebrews 11:26 and 6:6 takes great wisdom Revelation to

understand how western system of  government  is  monetarily opposed of  Culture which appears  and presents

abominable mentality to Christian faith expression; Greek Anonym Latin Context of Hebrews monotheistic history

of temple. Paul probably wrote Hebrews, but the reason it was published from a distance using Greek Literary

Term Anonym, unnamed, is that the Latin Literary Term Content is controversial, so controversial it is believed

Hebrews 11:26 and 6:6 is perhaps the Revelation of Antagonist Babylon. Unicorn. Cf. Revelation 13. Christian

living is Spiritually Antepenultisised of Absolutely God Triune; Absolute (Word), Antepenult (strive), not Accent

(sword),  Antagonist  (Semitic,  Roman),  Assimilation  (proud),  Association  (mob),  Attitude  (secular,  death),

Audience (vulnerable). Whore. Revelation 17-22. Accent and speech of Literary Term Abracadabra (Cabalistic)



from Old Testament Hebrew Association of neighbouring nations’ influence of different belief expressed in the

Semitic and secular Attitude to death language which Christ (masculine noun) opposed. Western Justice can result

in reofferings up of mere money payments furthering only lawyer referrals wherefrom the Culture of government

census more than half Christian faith majority of reform is to reoffer up the Justice of God already provided in

Christ. Hebrews 11:26 and 6:6. The joy set before Christ was Jesus becoming The New, Spiritual State of Israel,

greater than Issac/Israel, becoming the ram. Christ became the ram, passover lamb, scapegoat and snake. The Torah

(Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers and Deuteronomy), John 3:14-15 and Hebrews 12:2. 12 Tribes of Israel x 12

Disciples of Christ = 144 Hebrew for Angelic x 1,000 Numerous in Antiquity is symbolic of the Old and New in

Christ.  Hannah,  humble.  Jesse,  hopeful.  Davinic,  musical  worship.  Daniel  7:9-14,  Philippians  2:1-12  and

Revelation 7:9,  14:1,  21:21-22 and 22:1-5.  Hebrews paradox or  juxtaposition  is  that  the  Abrahamic audience

should  have  been  teachers  of  Christ  and  yet  they  were  in  need  of  being  taught  about  Christ  so  patience  is

encouraged for confidence and yet the call to Christ from backsliding is grammatically good context to Christ. The

Western world does suffer hate because its census religion and relationships statistics is a more than half Christian

faith Mere Christianity Great Divorce majority all because Western Culture is Jewish sense of judgement, justice,

respect and segregation. 1 Peter and 1 John. The Western world is Masonic-Judeo Culture of Mere Christianity

faith based on Jewish System of Justice, Jewish Literary Term Braggadocio and Attitude of Greek Antepenult

repentance in Jewish and Roman past tense of Antagonist judgement and Jewish sense of respect and reputation.

Braggadocio is the bragging Old Testament Songs from boast in the Lord to New Testament faith, hope and love

through Jesus. Exodus 15:1-21, 1 Samuel 18:7, 21:11 and 29:5, Psalm 34:2, the Song of Solomon, or Song of

Songs, Jeremiah 9:23-24, Luke 1 and 1 Corinthians 1:31 and 13:13. The Western Jewish System of Justice is

necessary to govern the such Western Masonic-Judeo Culture of the people making a mountain out of a molehill,

self-fulfilling prophecy, uneducated, immature, laughing to scorn, provoking, watching uselessness. Luke 8:53,

11:53-54 and 20:20. The Western world is a more than half Christian faith majority and yet Western culture is from

a Semitic Jewish context of literalism and misinterpretation of the Court of Law Holy Bible Old Testament with

widespread mainstream manipulation and duality secular attitudes to death. English language use has been reduced

to  such  bastard  title  business  of  counting,  pictorgraphical  representation  and  duality  of  mature,  cryptology

immaturity of common accusatory and destructive sense of speech entailing uneducated and biased lingo and

opinions  of  bad  statistics.  Axiom  of  Christianity  is  the  statements  of  faith  from  genealogical  narrative  and

alphabetical phonology of Spirituality from philosophical resemblance and mathematical representation. Genesis 1-

3, Exodus 3:6, Mark 12:18-34, verse 26, Luke 20:27-40, verse 37, and Revelation 22:13. Humans describe God in

three separate personages. H20 takes three separate forms, water, ice or steam, yet the essence of all forms is

inseparably, interwovenly, H20. God is the Father, Jesus and His Holy Spirit. The Trinity! God Triune. 'Thought.

Word. Deed.' BCP. John 14:15-21. Audience of hearing locutions from heaven on earth is for people who receive

the powerful Word of God and speak it in peace, to distinguish between voice and voices and gossiping and mind

physics. Numbers 16:31-35, Psalm 29, Ezekiel 31, Matthew 10:34 and Revelation 19 and 22:1-5. Spiritual peace

not as the world gives rests garland upon the minds of believers. The crown of thorns take up your own cross and

worship God challenge is to pray without ceasing, living in a world which demands proof from limited event

experience perceptions reduced in ignorance. God Triune Jesus Word of God Spiritual locution events are not

found in the Cabalistic Literary Term Abracadabra from Hebrew language insomuch as the Absolute Audience of

Jesus is humans experiencing and explaining beyond brain-balance sway with discernment from Heaven every day.



Confusion or Compassion

English language regression and lingo reductionism caused erroneous and fraudulent Literary Term Culture because use

of Literary Term Bastard Title counting and pictographs of duality cryptology immaturity being common accusatory

and evasive speech caused Literary Term Barbarism.  Chauvinism is  of  world history whereby over hundreds and

thousands  of  years  countries  warred  over  land,  money  and  religion.  Culture  is  of  law  which  was  last  decade’s

technological  regulation  to  this  decade’s  jurisdictional  codification  for  next  decade’s  logistical  boundarisation.

Chauvinism is of world history whereby over hundreds and thousands of years countries warred over land, money and

religion.  Culture  is  of  law  which  was  2010  decade’s  technological  regulation  to  2020  decade’s  jurisdictional

codification for 2030 decade’s logistical boundarisation. Braggadocio is the bragging Old Testament Songs from boast

in the Lord to New Testament faith, hope and love through Jesus. Exodus 15:1-21, 1 Samuel 18:7, 21:11and 29:5, Psalm

34:2, the Song of Solomon, or Song of Songs, Jeremiah 9:23-24, Luke 1 and 1 Corinthians 1:31 and 13:13. The word

justice is not in the New Testament of Jesus Christ, King James Version. The Justice of God was placed upon Christ.

The word  respect  is  thus used  of  no better  regard of  persons from the  Justice  of  God being placed  upon Christ.

Christians live in His Glory. Hebrews 11:26. The West according to government censuses identifies as a more than half

Christian majority Western historically Europe and North America and subsequently other usually English speaking

countries in the developed world but Western Music and Film is oft Jewish Braggadocio Culture. Western Justice can

result in reofferings up of mere money payments furthering only lawyer referrals wherefrom the Culture of government

census more than half Christian faith majority of reform is to reoffer up the Justice of God already provided in Christ.

Hebrews 11:26 and 6:6. Capitalists are aliens to and in their own land. They build bigger cages and longer chains. The

Western world has the best psychology and neuroscience theory, but it will always remain mere theoristic grappling

because general education, Culture and statistics is just so, so bad. Maslow’s hierarchy of needs identifies exactly what

humans need  and  yet  statistically and  drastically how far  humans  have  regressed.  With five  being correctness  in

antiquity, the basic needs of clothing, shelter, food, relationships and intimacy are still not met for most humans. There

needs to be a clear distinction between money and choices as the Holy Bible etymology of words riches and wealth and

mammon and money is caught up in misinterpretation and literalism long buried from grounded warrior mentality laced

with sense of extortion and exploitation. There needs to be a clear distinction between money and choices as the Holy

Bible etymology of words riches and wealth and mammon and money is caught up in misinterpretation and literalism

long buried in a grounded warrior mentality laced with sense of extortion and exploitation. Identifying words that are

Antepenults from words that are not Antepenults teaches perceptional awareness of language linguistics which provides

leaning and knowledge for realisation and expression of better English than what education of Bastard Title Barbarism

Culture withheld. Antepenult of the Angelic Community and faith in Christ Jesus is from disassociation of Antagonist

Anticlimax Assimilation to Chauvinism and Culture Revelation of Spiritual Citizen of Heaven. Job 1:6-7, Psalm 91,

Proverbs 16:18, John 1 and 21, Philippians 2-3 and Revelation 2-20. If names can function as an Antepenult, Nathanael

is the best example of an Antepenult name as the basis of Spiritual event faith experiences in Christ Jesus from Old to

New Absolute Antepenult Antepenultisising tense hope in Heaven from Jesus is Nathanael Context. John 1 and 21.

Being Zionist is different to being Sionist. The Christian English translation of the Jewish Old Testament differentiates

an English language wind sound from the Hebrew language glottal Accent, thus sense of etymology and Antepenultism

is Sion, not Zion, and Davinic, not Davidic. Avant-garde throughout the Holy Bible Old Testament and New Testament

is regarding military and political struggles and of Spiritual enlightenment of faith prayer and praise worship. Genesis

1-3, Numbers 22, 2 Kings 6, 2 Chronicles 20, Matthew 17, John 2 and 17 and Revelation 22.



Davinic Angelic Community

Shepherds awaiting the birth of Jesus Christ is paralleled to Christ Jesus’s followers waiting for the gift

of His Holy Spirit and on both occasions an upper room was provided rent free, an upper room shelter

without lock or door, outside the city as and where wept and crucified. Joseph and Mary’s journey to

Bethlehem was that for Mary it was either obligatory as a legitimate citizen or voluntary as a refugee

under laws Jewish or Roman for both census enrolment and taxation purposes in avoiding Herod with

Jesus being born from the House of Levi and David. 12 Tribes of Israel x 12 Disciples of Christ = 144

Hebrew for Angelic x 1,000 Numerous in Antiquity is symbolic of the Old and New in Christ. Hannah,

humble. Jesse, hopeful. Davinic, musical worship. Daniel 7:9-14, Philippians 2:1-12 and Revelation 7:9,

14:1, 21:21-22 and 22:1-5. Jesus Christ is from the line of Adam, Abraham, Issac and David. Jesse is

personified  with  hopefulness  yet  not  of  subsequent  Davinic-related  lineage to  humble  Hannah  and

Samuel. Christ’s humility is furthermore separate to Judaism by disassimilation and disassociation to

Solomon.  Davinic  prophetic  musical  Christian  tradition  is  symbolic  from  point  of  conversion  of

Spiritual life eternal worshipping of God. Adam’s dust ends with end of the crafty, musical, scientific

and yet pagan line of Cain from whence it waxed and again waned in King Davidic tradition. Genesis 1-

4, Ballard - 1 Samuel 16:23 and 2 Samuel 6:5, Adaptation of Action in Drama - 2 Samuel 6:1-16, verse

5 and 3-16, and Luke 15:11-32, verse 25 and 27, and Avant-garde - 2 Kings 6 and 2 Chronicles 20, John

17:3, Colossians 3:16 and Revelation 14, verse 4, and 18, verse 22. Antepenult is the preceding third

syllable of a  word at  least  three syllables;  repented,  repentance,  citizen.  Genesis  6:6,  Hosea 13:14,

Matthew 3:8, Acts 19:35, 20:21 and 21:39, Romans 2 and 11:28-29, 2 Corinthians 7:10, Philippians 1:27

and 3:20, Hebrews 6:1 and Revelation 3:12. Allusion to faith in Christ Jesus is from disassociation of

Antagonist Anticlimax Assimilation to Chauvinism and Culture of Satan the Accuser and Babylon the

Whore of Speech cause of self-righteousness and the second death. Job 1:6-7, Psalm 91, Proverbs 16:18

and Revelation 2-20.  Allusion to faith in Christ Jesus is from disassociation of Antagonist Anticlimax

Assimilation  to  Chauvinism and  Culture  of  Satan  the  Accuser  and  Babylon  the  Whore  of  Speech

causing self-righteousness and psychological death. Job 1:6-7, Psalm 91, Proverbs 16:18 and Revelation

13. Honor (American). Honor (American). Honour (British). Despite such proliferant feminist nonsense

misandry of the word man, hu being a prefix compound for human being as in humankind and being

humane is that hu is linguistically honorific of vocal pronunciation in honour of woman being women

first. Honour (British). Despite such proliferate feminist nonsense misandry of the word man, hu being a

prefix  compound  for  human  being  as  in  humankind  and  being  humane  is  that  hu  is  linguistically

honorific of vocal pronunciation in honour of woman being women first. The Parable of the Prodigal

Son is about family and music. The Parable uses Literary Terms which feature in the Old Testament,

Literary Terms Action in Drama, Adaptation, which is Latin, Braggadocio and Parable, which is Greek.

Luke 15:11-32, verse 25 and 27, and Colossians 3:16.



Drug and Alcohol

Absolute is a free flowing form, independent from an object or noun and of influence; poetic, in

euphemism or idiom, grammatically a transitive verb without an object or adjective without a

noun. Chance happens. Keep watch. Ecclesiastes 9:11, Matthew 14:25 and 24:42 and John 3:8.

God Triune is the Father from whom proceeds Jesus, the Word of God, Spiritually One with the

Father and King of Heaven, powerful in His Holy Spirit, Jesus being God from God (Nicene

Creed). Literary Terms Absolute Courtesy Book Credo tradition. Philippians 2:1-13 and Hebrews

1:3. Humans identify God in three separate personages. H20 takes three separate forms, water, ice

or steam, yet the essence of all forms is inseparably, interwovenly, H20. God is the Father, Jesus

and His  Holy Spirit.  The  Trinity!  God Triune.  ‘Thought.  Word.  Deed.’ BCP.  John 14:15-21.

Humans describe God in three separate personages. H20 takes three separate forms, water, ice or

steam, yet the essence of all forms is inseparably, interwovenly, H20. God is the Father, Jesus and

His Holy Spirit. The Trinity! God Triune. ‘Thought. Word. Deed.’ BCP. John 14:15-21. Jesus is

the Word inseparably one with and proceeds from the Father. Jesus brings the sword of His Word,

a  metaphor,  symbolic  of  authority  and  belief,  not  a  literal  sword.  Revelation  is  symbolic.

Matthew 10:34, John 1:1-5 and 10:30, 1 Timothy 6:11-21, Hebrews 4:12 and Revelation. Jesus is

the Word inseparably one with and proceeds from the Father with a Spiritual sword of His Word

as a discerner, symbolic of authority and belief,  not a human sword. Revelation is symbolic.

Matthew  10:34,  John  1:1-5  and  10:30,  1  Timothy  6:11-21,  Hebrews  4:12  and  Revelation.

Absolute is a free flowing form, independent from an object or noun and of influence; poetic, in

euphemism or idiom, grammatically a transitive verb without an object or adjective without a

noun. Chance happens. Keep watch. Ecclesiastes 9:11, Matthew 14:25 and 24:42 and John 3:8.

Absolutes.  Rise  up.  Chance  happens  (Cabalistic  Abracadabra).  Fear  God.  Keep  watch

(Transfiguration).  Break bread,  Eat  up, Drink up (Communion).  Pray God (Accidence).  Sing

song. Numbers 10:35, Ecclesiastes 9:11 and 12:13, Matthew 17:1-13 and 24:42, Romans 12:1

and Colossians 3:16. Old Testament LORD (God) Absolute Rise up of God’s people wandering

in a wilderness desert is fulfilled in the New Testament of Jesus Christ Crucifixion of Christ on

Golgotha, The Place of the Skull, outside the city gates of Jerusalem. Scapegoat. Numbers 21:4-9

and John 3:14-15. Nominative Absolute is the infinite personage of God in and through Christ

Jesus who is God from God being Absolute Spiritual experiences of His Holy Spirit in the infinite

knowledge, words and actions of God in and through Christ Jesus. Deuteronomy 6 and Matthew

6,  16-17 and 22.  Abstract  is  mental  thought  of  ideals  away from material  world things and

Abstraction is qualities of drawing away from processes. The Promise Land. Take no thought for



your life. Land flowing with milk and honey. Behold the fowls of the air. Deuteronomy 26:15 and

Matthew 6:25-26. An Abstract and Abstraction of the Holy Bible is the Promise Land is Spiritual.

Hebrew land flowing with milk and honey is reversed to eat and drink and honey and milk in

Ecclesiastes 2:24, the Song of Solomon 5:1, Matthew 6:25-34 and the Last Supper, the Eucharist,

or Communion. An Absolute, Abstract and Abstraction is the Absolute consistent continuity to be

of good cheer from the Critical Apparatus of a newer translation to take heart in the Abstract to

overcome and the Abstraction the world psychological state of psychology and philosophy. John

16:33. Absolutes in the Gospel of Jesus Christ according to John, different to Mathew, Mark and

Luke  in  Audience,  Content,  Perspective,  Philosophy  and  Style,  include  good  cheer  and  the

Critical  Apparatus  of  a  newer  translation  take  heart  and  Early  Christian  Spirit  consistent

continuity. Abstract and Abstraction in the Gospel of Jesus Christ according to John, different to

Mathew, Mark and Luke in Audience, Content, Perspective, Philosophy and Style, is the Abstract

verb  overcome being  ideal  and  Abstraction  noun the  world  being  spiritually  away  from the

material. Absolutes in the Christian tradition and the celebration of faith in the Absolute, Abstract

and Abstraction of consistent continuity, straining, striving, and in newer form to the Absolute

good cheer, include sayings such as let’s eat, let’s drink, or let’s drink to, or drink up. Abstract

and Abstraction include the spiritual presence of saying and doing spiritual things away from the

material world such as prayer and reception; blessing food, grace, and celebrating faith, feast

days,  thanksgiving,  and  receiving  Holy  water  and  the  Eucharist,  or  communion.  Western

Governmental Drug and Alcohol Services began with meeting groups Alcoholics Anonymous

(AA)  followed  by  Narcotics  Anonymous  (NA);  Absolute  and  Audience  and  Antepenult  and

Axiom explains lasting faith experiences; Jesus, God from God, Nicene Creed; Nathanial, John 1

and 21. The Western Masonic-Judeo System of Justice and Culture of lawyer referrals for only

money payments reoffers up not only the Justice of God in Christ but forgoes ability to enjoy

choice. Spiritual. Ecclesiastes 5:19-20 and 6:2, Matthew 12:42, Luke 11:31 and Hebrews 11:26

and  6:6.  The  West  is  Masonic-Judeo  Culture  of  materialism,  reductionism,  secularism  and

humanism of Literary Terms Abracadabra tech-Acrostic Barbarism Bastard Title cryptology of

counting  and  stuttering  with  pictographical  representation  of  accusatory  and  evasive

manipulation and duality. There needs to be a clear distinction between money and choices as the

Holy Bible etymology of words riches and wealth and mammon and money is caught up in

misinterpretation and literalism long buried in a grounded warrior mentality laced with sense of

extortion and exploitation. There needs to be a clear distinction between money and choices as

the Holy Bible etymology of words riches and wealth and mammon and money is caught up in

misinterpretation and literalism long buried from grounded warrior mentality laced with sense of



extortion  and  exploitation.  Western  lingo  is  sentenced  slop  lacking  significant  parts.  The

Commonwealth  promotes  free  Creative Commons licensing without  providing education and

withholding  too  controversial  Content  unto  perpetual  deletion  loom.  America  provides  paid

Copyright registration protecting rights. Western lingo is mere sentences lacking significant parts.

The Commonwealth promotes free Creative Commons licensing without providing education and

withholding  too  controversial  Content  unto  perpetual  deletion  loom.  America  provides  paid

Copyright  registration  protecting  rights.  When  rain  has  past,  water  drops  drips  of  sounds

bumbling  mental  sexagesimal  craziness  from the  eaves  of  the  houses  the  people  pitch  evil

existences,  fortunately now to wane and wax, lest  history repeats itself,  that good culture of

creative interest survives at last illumination. Predestination is not intrinsic human knowledge of

the knowledge, words and actions of God because God created humans with free will, destiny

and choice thus Old and New Word of God identity in Christ Jesus is God-given Spiritual events

sharing faith expressions and explanations. The New Testament of Jesus Christ explains Spiritual

event experiences which encourages believers in Christian faith with affirmation and assurance of

revelations from God whenever revealed by God which provides joy and hope when enduring

and persevering in the world yet growing. Bucolic shepherds awaiting the immaculate birth of the

pascal Lamb of God Jesus Christ as silently as aleph the firstborn is paralleled to Christ Jesus’s

followers awaiting in stillness for the gift of His Holy Spirit where on both occasions an upper

room was provided rent free. Shepherds awaiting the birth of Jesus Christ is paralleled to Christ

Jesus’s followers waiting for the gift of His Holy Spirit where on both occasions an upper room

was provided rent free, an upper room without lock or door, outside the city as He wept and

where He was crucified.  Shepherds awaiting the birth  of  Jesus Christ  is  paralleled to  Christ

Jesus’s followers waiting for the gift of His Holy Spirit and on both occasions an upper room was

provided rent free, an upper room shelter without lock or door, outside the city as and where wept

and crucified. Jesus wept over Jerusalem. Christ was crucified outside the city gates of Jerusalem,

looking upon Jerusalem. Christ Jesus became the scapegoat and pascal lamb who descended into

hell and was resurrected to and as life on the third day. Jesus is The New, Spiritual State of Israel.

The Davidic lineage which Jesus was born from is Davinic in Christ Jesus which means the

House of David and Levi provided Him a birthplace in Israel but His example was explanation

and ensample away from Judaism and the discord of prominent Jewish and non-Jewish leaders.

James 1. The Parable of the Prodigal Son is about family and music. The Parable uses Literary

Terms which feature in the Old Testament, Literary Terms Action in Drama, Adaptation, which is

Latin, Braggadocio and Parable, which is Greek. Luke 15:11-32, verse 25 and 27, and Colossians

3:16.



Misandry and Misogyny

God Triune is the Father from whom proceeds Jesus, the Word of God, Spiritually One with

the Father and King of Heaven, powerful in His Holy Spirit, Jesus being God from God

(Nicene Creed). Literary Terms Absolute Courtesy Book Credo tradition. Philippians 2:1-13

and Hebrews 1:3. Gender differences biologically for the male stamina left brain hemisphere

should compliment the female right to feminine sensory perception, not the George Orwell

Politics  and  the  English  Language  Dangling  Modifiers  sentencing  Dying  Metaphors  of

woman’s rights to dance at balls. America provides a paid Copyright registration service at

the Congress Library Copyright Office which does not delete. Copyright application requires

a significant part of at least a text paragraph like the woman genius Gone with the Wind

published periodically a chapter a month. Australia honoured its most decorated, garnished

Special Air Service (SAS) Soldier Ben Roberts-Smith, Victoria Cross recipient, Australia Day

Father of the Year and Mental Health Advocate then over defamation for money destroyed his

ability to reintegrate back into civilian life. A NSW Justice Victims Services counsellor said,

“It’s  provocation!  Australia’s  a  very  funny  country.”  I  replied,  “It’s  full  of  Band-Aid

solutions.” Australian value for Peacefulness is mateship. Women believe in Autonomy and

Doubt men. Women’s rights is O Men’s rights with balls. A NSW Justice Victims Services

counsellor said, “It’s provocation! Australia’s a very funny country.” I replied, “It’s full of

Band-Aid  solutions.”  Australian  value  for  Peacefulness  is  mateship.  Women  believe  in

Autonomy and Doubt men. Women’s rights is balls with O Men’s rights. Counselling is the

act of getting alongside someone and helping them. The West is a more than half Christian

faith majority with America at 75% and Australia at 51%. The Holy Bible is a Western Court

of  Law Text.  The  Holy Spirit  is  The  Paracletus,  para  being  prefix  for  alongside.  Active

listening  involves  constructive  conversational  replying  skill  not  immature  reductionist

dissectional Bastard Title Barbarism lingo cryptology form filled with counting and stuttering

and pictographical representation full of accusatory and evasive manipulation and duality.

Honor (American). Honour (British). Despite such proliferant feminist nonsense misandry of

the word man, hu being a prefix compound for human being as in humankind and being

humane is that hu is linguistically honorific of vocal pronunciation in honour of woman being

women first. Honor (American). Honour (British). Despite such proliferate feminist nonsense

misandry of the word man, hu being a prefix compound for human being as in humankind

and being humane is that hu is linguistically honorific of vocal pronunciation in honour of



woman  being  women  first.  Allusion  to  faith  in  Christ  Jesus  is  from  disassociation  of

Antagonist  Anticlimax Assimilation to Chauvinism and Culture of Satan the Accuser  and

Babylon the Whore of Speech causing self-righteousness and psychological death. Job 1:6-7,

Psalm 91, Proverbs 16:18 and Revelation 13. Allusion to the Angelic Community is from

disassociation of Antagonist Anticlimax Assimilation to Chauvinism and Culture of Satan the

Accuser and Babylon the Whore of Speech cause of self-righteousness and the second death.

Job  1:6-7,  Psalm 91,  Proverbs  16:18  and Revelation  2-20.  Western  Justice  can  result  in

reofferings  up  of  mere  money  payments  furthering  only  lawyer  referrals  wherefrom the

Culture of government census more than half Christian faith majority of reform is to reoffer

up  the  Justice  of  God  already provided  in  Christ.  Hebrews  11:26  and 6:6.  The  Western

Masonic-Judeo System of Justice and Culture of lawyer referrals for only money payments

reoffers up not only the Justice of God in Christ but forgoes ability to enjoy choice. Spiritual.

Ecclesiastes 5:19-20 and 6:2, Matthew 12:42, Luke 11:31 and Hebrews 11:26 and 6:6. The

West is Masonic-Judeo Culture of materialism, reductionism, secularism and humanism of

Literary Terms Abracadabra tech-Acrostic Barbarism Bastard Title cryptology of counting

and stuttering with pictographical representation of accusatory and evasive manipulation and

duality. There needs to be a clear distinction between money and choices as the Holy Bible

etymology  of  words  riches  and  wealth  and  mammon  and  money  is  caught  up  in

misinterpretation and literalism long buried in a grounded warrior mentality laced with sense

of  extortion  and  exploitation.  There  needs  to  be  a  clear  distinction  between  money and

choices as the Holy Bible etymology of words riches and wealth and mammon and money is

caught up in misinterpretation and literalism long buried from grounded warrior mentality

laced  with  sense  of  extortion  and  exploitation.  Western  lingo  is  sentenced  slop  lacking

significant parts.  The Commonwealth promotes free Creative Commons licensing without

providing education and withholding too controversial Content unto perpetual deletion loom.

America  provides  paid  Copyright  registration  protecting  rights.  Western  lingo  is  mere

sentences lacking significant parts. The Commonwealth promotes free Creative Commons

licensing  without  providing  education  and  withholding  too  controversial  Content  unto

perpetual  deletion  loom.  America  provides  paid  Copyright  registration  protecting  rights.

When rain has past, water drops drips of sounds bumbling mental sexagesimal craziness from

the eaves of the houses the people pitch evil existences, fortunately now to wane and wax,

lest history repeats itself, that good culture of creative interest survives at last illumination.

Romans 1:30 and 13 and Revelation 13, 18 and 21:8.



American State Service

Western Governments provide the most freedom to enjoy and the best systems to utilise but have had enough

of  creating  more  laws  and  giving  out  more  apologies  so  cease  the  uneducated,  manipulative,  cryptic,

pictographical  communication  and useless,  unpleasant  and  stupid  demeanour.  Since  @realDonaldTrump

@POTUS announced all @Twitter Tweets are no longer stored, the @librarycongress @CopyrightOffice

consolidated its registration service with more limiting categories to better serve the people the context of

contents of copyright registration public records. America provides paid Copyright registration protecting

rights.  America provides a paid Copyright registration service at  the Congress Library Copyright  Office

which does not delete. Copyright application requires a significant part of at least a text paragraph like the

woman genius Gone with the Wind published periodically a chapter a month. Republicans voted 100% No

Impeachment and are more united than ever. Democrats and their  enquiry on @realDonaldTrump being

voted in, asking him not to assume Office, after Inauguration ensuing a formal inquiry ever since for years

up until now, is biased partisan, not bipartisan. The Speaker of the House is biased partisan not assuming the

due diligence bipartisanism her Office should uphold because of secularism and humanism influence in the

House so typical of her State of Government on an always Republican impeachment quest opposed to the

Constitution. Nancy is biased partisan not assuming the due diligence bipartisanism her Office should uphold

because secularism and humanism influence in the House so typical of her State of Government is on an

always Republican (@realDonaldTrump) impeachment quest opposed to the Constitution. Nancy is biased

partisan, not bipartisan. Her rhetoric is caught up in Literary Terms Age of Reason Barbarism Bastard Title

Climate of Opinion humanism of secular Attitudes to death Culture so typical of her State and Western

Government and mainstream, fake news media in general.  Nancy’s Government is  caught  up in leading

literarily  immature  biased  partisan  Literary  Terms  Age  of  Reason  Barbarism Bastard  Title  Climate  of

Opinion humanism of secular  Attitudes to death Culture typical  of  Western Government minority belief

opposed to census majority and vote. Lineage from and belief in Abraham (Islam and Judaism) and Solomon

(Freemasony Knights Templars Order) is why over hundreds and thousands of years so many wars caused

millions of deaths being a historic amount of holocausts from the beginning of monotheistic history up until

now. Chauvinism is of world history whereby over hundreds and thousands of years countries warred over

land, money and religion. Culture is of law which was last decade’s technological regulation to this decade’s

jurisdictional  codification  for  next  decade’s  logistical  boundarisation.  Chauvinism  is  of  world  history

whereby over hundreds and thousands of years countries warred over land, money and religion. Culture is of

law which was 2010 decade’s technological regulation to 2020 decade’s jurisdictional codification for 2030

decade’s logistical boundarisation. English language regression and lingo reductionism caused erroneous and

fraudulent Literary Term Culture because use of Literary Term Bastard Title counting and pictographs of

duality  cryptology  immaturity  being  common  accusatory  and  evasive  speech  caused  Literary  Term

Barbarism. Trump‘s Action Plan and Follow Up with elongated speeches recently announced yet another

promise made to the American people finally kept after waiting yearlong for it to pass through the typical

Slow Senate because Nancy’s bureaucracy is halting explanation, progress and result.



The Flu

The West is Masonic-Judeo Culture of materialism, reductionism, secularism and humanism using Literary Terms

Abracadabra,  Acrostic,  Barbarism  and  Bastard  Title  cryptology  of  counting,  stuttering  and  pictographical

representation of accusatory and evasive manipulation and duality.  Chandeliers  with  fans was the past  exploit;

knowledge and education withheld by the aristocracy. Now we’ve got air con technology it’s more about the rich

and famous worrying about catching a cold; there’s only so many unique words in the dictionary for a future world

population. The flu is easily transmitted from close contact with someone who has the flu and often through public

transport air conditioning and easily spread through aeroplane travel and governments are now shutting down public

transports. Create air con filtering. Many people contract flu infections every year. People already ill and/or infected

and/or elderly are at most risk. The flu develops into derivatives or strands of flu needing newer trialed vaccines

which are expensive and arrive long-overdue. Troppo! Regulate food. Food pyramid. Many people contract flu

infections every year.  People  already ill  and/or infected and/or  elderly  are  at  most  risk.  The flu  develops into

derivatives or strands of flus needing newer trialed vaccines that are expensive and arrive long-overdue. Troppo!

Regulate food. Food pyramid. Grammatically, which without a preceding comma is historical whereas which with a

preceding  comma  is  psychological;  for  example,  coronavirus  is  wreaking  havoc  which  is  unprecedented  and

coronavirus is causing death, which is loss; clause or pause according to discipline or style. The New Testament of

Jesus Christ Book of Luke and Acts author details some Acts relevant to all Christians from bridging the Gospels

more than food being simply utilitarian to the spirit of the Epistles believing Jesus is the Christ ending in Rome so

two minute pause is a farce. Limited personnel capacity really means most staff are scared to work and Australia

acting quickly is a cop out for not acting quick enough to fight recent, fatal bushfires because the efforts worldwide

on many fronts is relative to Australia being an insular, developed country. Emergency leave was Compassionate

leave and Compassionate leave becoming Emergency leave is just another example of the government’s secular

reductionism relinquishing recognition of census faith majorities and neither upholding Victims Rights Courtesy nor

compassion but respect. The world has come to a grinding halt. Coronavirus is only the flu. Many people have been

dying from the flu every year. Surprisingly, all of a sudden western governments have much money at their disposal

and socialist  communities  values and communist  food limits  are commonplace.  Correctness is a  Literary Term

which is five in antiquity and twenty in modernity; five wise virgins, five foolish virgins; Levirate marriage; do not

let your left hand know what your right hand is doing; Alice. Alcohol sales are up twenty percent to be correct, all

over THE FLU! The Early Modern English tradition includes Courtesy Book which is a Current Literary Term in

Modern English. Common courtesy is just not common these days. Police get out their Courtesy Book to take note

as a form of enforcing Rights then Justice becomes Communities and Justice. Ambivalence, Audience, Classical,

Content, Context and Culture are Latin Literary Terms. Anticlimax, Axiom, Character, Chorus, Climax and Crisis

are  Greek  Literary  Terms.  Industrial  Revolutions.  Great  Depression.  World  Wars.  Automation  Industries.

Atmosphere.  Troposphere.  Tropopause.  Stratosphere.  Space  Force.  The  world’s  gone  mad.  Mad  cow disease.

Chicken. The flu. Troppo! HACCP. Industry Hygiene Standard Values Export to Countries of Troppo Climates for

Disease and Regulatory Issues. Mannatech. Cigarettes. Carbon monoxide. Antioxidants. Carbon dioxide. Sepher.

Observing the law. Saphar. Counting the law. Hebrew. Judaism. English. Freemasonry. Abracadabra. Materialism.

Reductionism. Cryptology. Secularism. Humanism. It’s not a perfect world. Motive. Meaning. Absolute. Nominative

Absolute. Axiom. Enlightenment. Aufklärung. Jesus!



The Common Cold

Australian Nobel Peace neuroscience mind-brain dualism theory is controversial because the world

categories philosophical basis of brain psychics quantification is perceived from negative cultural

mindset and so view of vocables needs correction and that is the metre of the book. How the Self

Controls Its Brain by Australian Nobel Peace laureate, Australian National University Professor of

Neuroscience, now the late Sir John Eccles, starts, ‘This controversial book’ but does anyone even

know Australia has Nobel Peace theory and even try and understand it? ‘This controversial book’ is

how an Australian Nobel Peace Scientist and Christian started his last book How the Self Controls Its

Brain. Fashion is currently anything more than culture and materialist reductionism such as religion

and dualist interactionism is too controversial. Australian Nobel Peace neuroscience dualism mind-

brain interactionism theory is translated into German, but to conform to the pattern of the world

psychological category of a wonderland of mature, immature reductionist correctness attitude does

not renew the mind unto Aufklärung. Consciousness Explained was written by American Dennett.

How the Self Controls Its Brain was written by Australian Nobel Peace laureate Sir John Eccles.

Eccles asked, ‘Has Dennett done it?’ People probably want people to do it. Government is a bit girlish

over lies not  the truth.  American Dennett  wrote Consciousness Explained psychology.  Australian

Nobel  Peace laureate Sir  John Eccles wrote The Physiological  Basis of  Mind and How the Self

Controls  the  Brain  philosophy  and  neuroscience  which  refuted  exhausted  areas  of  science,

metabolism and consciousness. Socialism is from a science and material world perspective better than

the capitalist Nobel Peace psychology world category one of material humanitarian aid because the

culture of socialism is ethically more inclusive of people, a community and work in all environment

moderation. Pope’s Eye is not thinly sliced Rump Steak. It is the meat surrounded by fat through the

pelvis hole on the Rump Bone on the other side of the Rump Primal, marbelised but sinewy; good

Minute/Crumbed Steak. There are only two Pope’s Eye Steaks in each cow, one on each hindquarter.

Pope’s Eye Steak, from Catholic Mitre, from Jewish Kippah, or Yarmulke, is the meat through the

pelvis hole on the rump bone on the other side of the rump primal, not necessarily marbelised but

surrounded by fat and sinewy. There are only two in each cow, one on each hindquarter.  Sepher.

Observing the law. Saphar. Counting the law. Hebrew. Judaism. English. Freemasonry. Abracadabra.

Materialism. Reductionism. Cryptology.  Secularism. Humanism. It’s  not  a  perfect  world.  Motive.

Meaning. Absolute.  Nominative Absolute.  Axiom. Enlightenment.  Aufklärung.  Jesus! Monk Saint

John of  the Cross preaffirmed Spiritual  phosphene vision of  God greater  than current  optometry

theory. Nun Saint Teresa of Ávila preaffirmed Spiritual locution hearing of God greater than current

Nobel  Peace  neuroscience  dualism mind-brain  interactionism vocable  sorts.  Catholic  Nun  Saint

Teresa of Ávila preaffirmed locutions greater than current Nobel Peace neuroscience dualism mind-

brain  interactionism theory  trying  to  vocables-correct  modern  and  postmodern  mature  immature



language lingo manipulation, crypticism craft of language reductionism. Catholic Monk Saint John of

the Cross preaffirmed current optometry theory greater than Nobel Peace neuroscience with Greek

word phosphene. The Knights of Saint John wore black friar robes, which is symbolic for humility as

black looks smaller than white; less of me, more of you. Ambulance Services originated in Catholic

Spain from Spain Monk Saint John of the Cross black Knights of Saint John phosphene vision Light

of God events and Spain Nun Saint Teresa of Ávila locution hearing Word of God events as greater

than theories of optometry and neuroscience. Language is reductionistic and fabricative unto culture

corruption. The critical apparatus of our current language vernacular and uses has been transferred

and  applied  through  an  immature  looking  glass  of  courtly  love  secrecy  renouncing  our  mature

audience its courtesy tradition. Culture is of law which was 2010 decade’s technological regulation to

2020 decade’s jurisdictional codification for 2030 decade’s logistical boundarisation. Data technology

and technological systems keep governments accountable and pave way for equity and equality in

proprietary.  Sonnet  is  from the Renaissance.  150 Psalms is  English Canon.  William Shakespeare

wrote 150 Sonnets,  Sonnet  116 being his most  universally accepted.  John Donne wrote 16 Holy

Sonnets. The Holy Bible King James Version (KJV) was published in 1611. Its Rights are vested in

The  Crown.  English  Jewish  history  and  literary  is  expressed  in  progression  from Medieval  Era

Braggadocio  to  Renaissance  Era  Ballad  to  Modern  Early  Era  Avant-garde  wherefrom  The

Enlightenment lingo regressed in reductionism cryptology up until the late Modern Era to a stub in

Postmodern  Era.  Etymology of  words  esoteric  (philosophy and/or  religion)  and  immaterial  (law

and/or philosophy) defines differences and extremes of western worlds from England and the United

Kingdom  to  America  and  Australia;  one,  psychology  and  statistics,  the  other,  philosophy  and

neuroscience. George Orwell’s Nineteen Eighty-Four Big Brother gist is about the being watched fear

of conspiracy theory in the minds of the people from strict history now being so laissez faire in

supposed modern technological freedom of face and front of their own lax language use and abuse.

42 men suicide each week. 42 is the basis of maths in Alice's Adventures in Wonderland. 42 is the

meaning to  life  in  The  Hitchhiker's  Guide to  the  Galaxy.  42 + 42 = 84:  Nineteen  Eighty-Four!

Cryptology.  Popular  Culture.  Australian  value  Peacefulness  is  mateship,  mate,  not  sheila.  The

Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy trilogy by Douglas Adams is English science fiction. The meaning

to life for many is cheers to base public duality,  meaning in phone numbers and the psychology

category forty two. Avoid being served bad food and governmental paper bureaucracy. Christianity is

the largest religion in the world, a near 1/3 of world population. The West is more than half Christian.

Be strengthened within; impetus and fortitude, not strong, inciting man up front. Wise Up! It’s the

21st  Century.  Create  and  share  good  writing,  music  and  art.  America  is  the  largest  Christian

population per capita in the world with the best psychology theory which remains mere theoristic

grappling because America is very low in Global Peace Index (GPI) rankings and has statistically the

worst gun and incarceration problem in the world. Christian America does exist, that is exactly what



it does, just exist. Worldly America is the largest Christian population with the biggest gun problem

and the highest incarceration rate. Australia is insular, immature and a silly mouth-running and word-

shooting poor reflection. Australia is becoming more like America but America is becoming more

like  Australia.  America  is  low  in  Global  Peace  Index  (GPI)  rankings  of  Australian  statistical

measurement,  whereas  Australia  is  high in  GPI rankings  yet  slipping.  Americans  have  guns and

Australians have mouths. The Australian value for Peacefulness is mateship which is masculine, there

is no female equivalent. There is, however, Women’s Rights yet there is no Men’s Rights. It’s the

dumbing down process of reductionism. Spirit of Egalitarianism is mere goodwill and judgemental

inclusion.  Australian  Values  Life  in  Australia  states  Australians  and  People  in  Australia  uphold

Equality of men and women and Equality of opportunity and a spirit of egalitarianism, which means

some jobs men can do and some jobs women can do but most jobs men and women can do for same

pay. Data. Congress Library Copyright Office retains electronic data of public records from 1978.

Similarly years ago Australia put any person born from then and living with a disability back to work

for at least 8 hours a week. Use the technology and technological systems for health. Beyond Blue?

Six out of eight suicides are men. Saying men bottle things up is merely becoming informants of

death statistics. Consider Thai language for correct, cheerful expression of pun use. Many women

want a man with a six pack. Jesus had a six pack! Stature is not statute. The Old Testament is Avant-

garde. Intimidation has been misinterpreted and misconstrued by Christians as some sort of Right of

Passage  to  Right  of  Intimothydation  and  Intimothidation  which  is  Intimidation  Crime.  God  is

Powerful and Peaceful.  Love God. Experience Spiritual Events.  Racism. Intimidation. Crime. All

Modern terms. Jesus called Jewish leaders a brood of vipers. Jesus spat on somebody to heal them.

Intimidation is often misinterpreted and misconstrued by many Christians as Right of Intimothydation

and  Intimothidation  which  is  Intimidation  Crime.  The  problem with  the  Western  world  is  it  is

controlled  by  Masonic-Judeo  Culture,  supposed  freedom,  psychological  language  reductionism

regression marked by secrecy and gossiping immaturity in denial of Nobel Peace, Catholic-Germanic

neuroscience  dualism;  always  theory,  bad  stats.  Chandeliers  with  fans  was  the  past  exploit;

knowledge and education withheld by the aristocracy. Now we’ve got Air Con technology it’s more

about the rich and famous worrying about catching a cold; there’s only so many unique words in the

dictionary for a future world population. English language use has been reduced to such bastard title

business of counting, pictorgraphical representation and duality of mature, cryptology immaturity of

common  accusatory  and  destructive  sense  of  speech  entailing  uneducated  and  biased  lingo  and

opinions of bad statistics. An English writing Professor exclaimed start strong! Regarding Hebrew

and Neuroscience,  from the  first  sentence  on  Hebrew refuting  mathematics  to  the  first  page  on

Physiology refuting metabolism to the first  chapter on Philosophy refuting reductionism, it is the

Professor’s flaw! Western law is based on precedents like snakes and ladders; victims get paid off,

criminals are not punished; harassment, viral infections, public places now closed. Defamation carries



10 years maximum jail time, but the government does not enforce it, instead, the common cold. The

fourth use of Selah in Hebrew poetry Psalm 4:2 is in Hebrew in the tenth clause of Psalm 4 or the

tenth line or end of in English verse, which is to say the profile or header of Psalm 4 is omitted in or

otherwise a sub-title of the actual verse, originally being God inspired. A tithe is a tenth. In Genesis

Abraham tithed before it was made law by Moses. Genesis is Catechesis of history in the Hebrew oral

tradition of storytelling. They used their hands to tell stories and had ten fingers. A tithe is symbolic

of the least of a full measure, one of ten. The world doesn’t want people to succeed. It’s like identity

theft. Jealousy is rife. Uselessness is common. Good humanitarian aid and dogooding often appears

proud and self-righteous. Best psychology theory is from environments of worst statistics. Religion is

too  controversial.  Maslow’s  hierarchy  of  needs  categorises  food,  clothing  and  shelter  and

relationships as the most basic needs. Nobel Peace psychology and neuroscience and statistics reveal

while  humans  are  good  at  humanitarian  aid,  divorce  is  high  and  humane  aspects  of  good

communication is poor. Gambling is about betting some money in the hope to get more or money.

Language use can also be a form of gambling. Lingo has been reduced to immature, negative forms

of  counting  and  manipulative  pictographic  craft,  which  is  a  form  of  gambling,  lacking  good,

constructive motives.  The word justice is not in the New Testament,  King James Version (KJV).

Mercy is though. Mercy is in the Old Testament perhaps most commonly in context of justice and

judgement  with  the  term  mercy  seat,  which  is  probably  why  the  New  Testament  states  mercy

triumphs over judgement. The West is a more than half Christian faith majority. Western culture is

steeped in  Semitic  and secular  attitude.  Western society,  thought,  communication and behaviour,

reflects  literalism and immaturity more than  the spirit  of  its  virtue  and  ideals  of  its  history and

tradition. Limited personnel capacity really means most staff are scared to work and Australia acting

quickly is a cop out for not acting quick enough to fight recent, fatal bushfires because the efforts

worldwide on many fronts is relative to Australia being an insular,  developed country.  The New

Testament of Jesus Christ Book of Luke and Acts author details some Acts relevant to all Christians

from bridging  the  Gospels  more  than  food  being  simply  utilitarian  to  the  spirit  of  the  Epistles

believing Jesus is the Christ ending in Rome so two minute pause is a farce. Emergency leave was

Compassionate leave and Compassionate leave becoming Emergency leave is just another example of

the  government’s  secular  reductionism  relinquishing  recognition  of  census  faith  majorities  and

neither upholding Victims Rights Courtesy nor compassion but respect. The world has come to a

grinding halt. Coronavirus is only the flu. Many people have been dying from the flu every year.

Surprisingly, all of a sudden western governments have much money at their disposal and socialist

communities values and communist food limits are commonplace. The flu is easily transmitted from

close contact with someone who has the flu and often through public transport air conditioning and

easily spread through aeroplane travel and governments are now shutting down public transports.

Create air con filtering. Many people contract flu infections every year.  People already ill and/or



infected and/or elderly are at most risk. The flu develops into derivatives or strands of flu needing

newer trialed vaccines which are expensive and arrive long-overdue. Troppo! Regulate food. Food

pyramid. Many people contract flu infections every year. People already ill and/or infected and/or

elderly are at most risk. The flu develops into derivatives or strands of flus needing newer trialed

vaccines  that  are  expensive  and  arrive  long-overdue.  Troppo!  Regulate  food.  Food  pyramid.

Grammatically,  which without  a  preceding  comma is  historical  whereas  which  with  a  preceding

comma is psychological; for example, coronavirus is wreaking havoc which is unprecedented and

coronavirus  is  causing  death,  which  is  loss;  clause  or  pause  according  to  discipline  or  style.

Coronavirus came out this Northern Hemisphere Spring, who knows what will happen this Southern

Hemisphere Spring; Australia is prepared, but Australia teaches nothing of its own Germanic Nobel

Peace Neuroscience Philosophy Psychology published by Springer. The coronavirus is not the flu, but

it is treated like the flu, the common cold. Coronavirus is an infection from animals such as pangolins

in China and bats in  America and Europe.  Infection is  caught  by humans through handling and

consumption. Crack down on illegal animal trade. Coronavirus has brought the world to a grinding

halt; pangolin in China; bats in America and Europe. Recent discovery is all reptile teeth contain

venom. Reptiles are dirty. Come Spring reptiles come out from hibernation. Coronavirus. HACCP!

Proper  medical,  mortgage  and  finances.  Doctors  have  not  been  treating  people  properly  and

negatively gear property now gone bad. They are among the world’s highest paid workers yet write-

off deaths to colloquialisms, euphemisms, idioms like he/she had a bad heart and many people die

from wrongly prescribed medication.  The coronavirus  infection is  transmitted from handling and

eating replies. China’s pangolins is near extinction. Boris Johnson contracted the coronavirus like

Lord Goth. Bats sleep upside down and piss on themselves. Snakes eat bats, they wait in caves and

throw up and catch ‘em. Correctness is a Literary Term which is five in antiquity and twenty in

modernity; five wise virgins, five foolish virgins; Levirate marriage; do not let your left hand know

what your right hand is doing; Alice. Alcohol sales are up twenty percent to be correct, all over the

flu! Barbarism is speech or wording of improper language use to a normal standard. Barbarism of the

proliferation of English now being so stubbed, cryptic and reduced is of culture, metaphysics and

reductionism. 1 Corinthians 6:19, Ephesians 4:22 and 4:30, Philippians 3:2 and James 3. The Early

Modern  English  tradition  includes  Courtesy  Book  which  is  a  Current  Literary  Term in  Modern

English. Common courtesy is just not common these days. Police get out their Courtesy Book to take

note as a form of enforcing Rights then Justice becomes Communities and Justice. Police Force used

to  be  Police  Service.  Western  language  and  Culture  regressed  to  materialism,  reductionism,

secularism, humanism, Bastard Title Barbarism. Victims Rights are not upheld. Law enforcement is

plethoras of bureaucracy of mere lawyer referrals for only money payments. The West is Masonic-

Judeo Culture of materialism, reductionism, secularism and humanism of Literary Terms Abracadabra

tech-Acrostic  Barbarism Bastard  Title  cryptology  of  counting  and  stuttering  with  pictographical



representation  of  accusatory  and  evasive  manipulation  and  duality.  The  West  is  Masonic-Judeo

Culture of materialism, reductionism, secularism and humanism using Literary Terms Abracadabra,

Acrostic,  Barbarism  and  Bastard  Title  cryptology  of  counting,  stuttering  and  pictographical

representation  of  accusatory  and  evasive  manipulation  and  duality.  Masonic-Judeo  Culture  of

language literalism crypticism frequency corrupted word meaning definitions of the Western Court of

Law Holy Bible New Testament of Jesus Christ; The Great Synagogue, Castlereagh Street, Sydney, a

gold Menorah; The Masonic Club, a gold 171 street address. While many are in lockdown over the

longstanding coronavirus threat treated like the flu or the common cold in the Northern Hemisphere

and Australia prepares for its Spring hay fever season, 15,330 men suicide each year like Mason

Cryptology of their 1 5 pointed star 33rd degree. The Police are wordsmiths. Cryptology is Defence

Linguistics.  Signals  Operator  Linguist  Acronym  was  SIGSOP  but  is  now  SIGSTOP.  Sexual

Transmitted Disease Acronym STD is now Sexual Transmitted Infection STI. English Bastard Title

Barbarism Cryptology Reductionism causes suffering. Victims Rights is often not upheld in Australia

as  its  form appears  to  be only Courtesy and Community facades  of  conversational  niceness  not

providing helpful support other than lawyer referrals and money payments as restitution to assist

Victims in their recovery. 2 Timothy 3:5. The Early Modern English tradition includes Courtesy Book

which is a Current Literary Term in Modern English. Common courtesy is just not common these

days. Police get out their Courtesy Book to take note as a form of enforcing Rights then Justice

becomes Communities and Justice. Courtesy Book is a Literary Term but common courtesy is just not

common these days so the Police enforce courtesy to uphold Victims Rights Courtesy, compassion,

cultural sensitivity and respect and the Justice Department is now called Communities and Justice to

enforce  Community.  God  Triune  is  the  Father  from  whom  proceeds  Jesus,  the  Word  of  God,

Spiritually One with the Father and King of Heaven, powerful in His Holy Spirit, Jesus being God

from God (Nicene Creed). Literary Terms Absolute Courtesy Book Credo tradition. Philippians 2:1-

13 and  Hebrews  1:3.  Ambivalence,  Audience,  Classical,  Content,  Context  and  Culture  are  Latin

Literary Terms. Anticlimax, Axiom, Character, Chorus, Climax and Crisis are Greek Literary Terms.

The New Testament of Jesus Christ is appended to the Old Testament as comparison for Classical

World shared and expressed common knowledge and writing style of justification and newness of life

eternal justice in proprietary which is validated and supported by Pontifical science. The invisible

enemy is metaphysics which science will regulate. Beyond metaphysics is phosphenes and locutions

and the power and peace of God, higher than psychology, philosophy, neuroscience and optometry.

Culture,  Latin.  Crisis,  Greek.  Ancient  Seasons and Classical  Sexagesimal.  Industrial  Revolutions.

Great Depression. World Wars. Automation Industries. Mad Cow Disease. Chicken. The Flu. The

Common  Cold.  Reptiles.  Food.  Uranium.  Money.  Atmosphere.  Troposphere.  Tropopause.

Stratosphere. Nuclear Waste. Infection Control. The End. Revelation 8:9 and 18:17.



Science and Faith

Australian  Nobel  Peace  Neuroscience  Dualism  mind-brain  theory  is  controversial  because  the  world

categories philosophical basis of brain psychics quantification is perceived from negative cultural mindset

and so view of vocables needs correction and that is the metre of the book. Monk Saint John of the Cross

preaffirmed Spiritual Phosphene Vision of God greater than current Optometry theory. Nun Saint Teresa of

Ávila  preaffirmed  Spiritual  Locution  hearing  of  God  greater  than  current  Nobel  Peace  Neuroscience

Dualism  mind-brain  interactionism  vocable  sorts.  Catholic  Nun  Saint  Teresa  of  Ávila  preaffirmed

Locutions greater than current Nobel Peace Neuroscience Dualism mind-brain interactionism theory trying

to vocables-correct Modern and Postmodern mature immature language lingo manipulation, crypticism

craft of language reductionism. Catholic Monk Saint John of the Cross preaffirmed current Optometry

theory greater than Nobel Peace Neuroscience with Greek word Phosphene. The Knights of Saint John

wore Black Friar robes, which is symbolic for humility as black looks smaller than white; less of me, more

of you. Ambulance Services originated in Catholic Spain from Spain Monk Saint John of the Cross black

Knights  of  Saint  John  Phosphene  Vision  Light  of  God  events  and  Spain  Nun  Saint  Teresa  of  Ávila

Locution hearing Word of God events as greater than theories of Optometry and Neuroscience. Culture is

of Law which was 2010 decade’s technological regulation to 2020 decade’s jurisdictional codification for

2030 decade’s logistical boundarisation. Data technology and technological Systems keep Governments

accountable  and pave way for  equity  and equality  in proprietary.  Chandeliers  with fans  was the  past

exploit; knowledge and education withheld by the aristocracy. Now we’ve got air con technology it’s more

about the rich and famous worrying about catching a cold; there’s only so many unique words in the

dictionary for a future world population. Etymology of words esoteric (philosophy and/or religion) and

immaterial (law and/or philosophy) defines differences and extremes of Western Worlds from England and

the United Kingdom to America and Australia; one, Psychology and Statistics, the other, Philosophy and

Neuroscience. The invisible enemy is Metaphysics which Science does regulate. Beyond Metaphysics is

Phosphenes  and  Locutions  and  the  Power  and  Peace  of  God,  higher  than  Psychology,  Philosophy,

Neuroscience and Optometry. Culture, Latin. Crisis, Greek. Ancient Seasons and Classical Sexagesimal.

The New Testament of Jesus Christ is Appended to the Old Testament as comparison for Classical World

shared and expressed common knowledge and writing style of justification and newness of Life Eternal

Justice  in  Proprietary  which  is  validated  and  supported  by  Pontifical  Science.  The  Old  Testament  is

Avantgarde. Intimidation has been misinterpreted and misconstrued by Christians as some sort of Right of

Passage to Right of Intimothydation and Intimothidation which is Intimidation Crime. God is Powerful and

Peaceful. Love God. Experience Spiritual Events. Racism. Intimidation. Crime. All Modern terms. Jesus

called Jewish Leaders  a  brood of  vipers.  Jesus  spat  on somebody to heal  them. Intimidation is  often

misinterpreted  and  misconstrued by  many  Christians  as  Right  of  Intimothydation  and Intimothidation

which  is  Intimidation  Crime.  Western  Justice  can  result  in  reofferings  up  of  mere  money  payments

furthering only Lawyer referrals wherefrom the Culture of Government Census more than half Christian



Faith majority of reform is to reoffer up the Justice of God already provided in Christ. Hebrews 11:26 and

6:6. English Jewish History and Literary is expressed in progression from Medieval Era Braggadocio to

Renaissance Era Ballad to Modern Early Era Avant-Garde wherefrom Enlightenment lingo regressed in

Reductionism Cryptology up until the late Modern Era to a stub in the Postmodern Era. Jesus is the Word

inseparably one with and proceeds from the Father with a Spiritual Sword of His Word as a discerner,

symbolic of authority and belief, not a human sword. Revelation is symbolic. Matthew 10:34, John 1:1-5

and 10:30, 1 Timothy 6:11-21, Hebrews 4:12 and Revelation. Audience of hearing Locutions from Heaven

on earth is for humans who receive the powerful Word of God and speak it in peace, to distinguish between

voice and voices and gossiping and mind physics. Numbers 16:31-35, Psalm 29, Ezekiel 31, Matthew

10:34 and Revelation 19 and 22:1-5. Avant-Garde throughout the Holy Bible Old Testament and New

Testament is regarding Military and Political struggles and of Spiritual Enlightenment of Faith Prayer and

Praise Worship. Genesis 1-3, Numbers 22, 2 Kings 6, 2 Chronicles 20, Matthew 17, John 2 and 17 and

Revelation 22. Humans identify God in three separate personages. H20 takes three separate forms, water,

ice, steam, yet the essence of all forms is inseparably, interwovenly H20. God is the Father, Jesus and His

Holy Spirit. The Trinity! God Triune. 'Thought, Word and Deed.' BCP. John 14:15-21. Humans describe

God in three separate personages. H20 takes three separate forms, water, ice, steam, yet the essence of all

forms is inseparably, interwovenly H20. God is the Father, Jesus and His Holy Spirit. The Trinity! God

Triune. 'Thought, Word and Deed.' BCP. John 14:15-21. Catechesis of History and Law in the Hebrew oral

tradition is storytelling. A tithe is a tenth. In Genesis Abraham tithed before it was made Torah Law by

Moses. Hands were used to tell stories; two hands, ten fingers. A tithe is stressed as one of at least of a full

measure, ten. English tradition included distinction between Hebrew words Sepher for Observing the Law

and Saphar for Counting the Law yet Saphar has become a homonym for suffer as in counting suffering

which  implication  is  etymologically  and  socially  incorrect  and  excluded  Catholic  tradition.  Sepher.

Observing the Law. Saphar.  Counting the Law. Hebrew. Judaism. English. Freemasonry. Abracadabra.

Materialism. Reductionism. Cryptology. Secularism. Humanism. It’s not a perfect world. Motive. Meaning.

Absolute. Nominative Absolute. Axiom. Enlightenment. Aufklärung. Jesus! Joy is not found in counting

money, Hebrew Sepher, Justice recognition payment, not is it found in counting suffering, Hebrew Saphar,

Justice  restitution  debt,  but  found  in  Spiritual  event  experience,  reflection,  expression,  explanation.

Hebrews 12:2, 11:26 and 6:6 and James 1:2. Absolutes. Rise up! Chance happens. Fear God! Keep watch.

Break  bread,  Eat  up,  Drink  up  (Communion).  Sing  song.  Soot  up  (Prayer,  candles,  smoke,  black

phosphenes).  Numbers  10:35,  Ecclesiastes  9:11 and 12:13,  Matthew 17:113 and 24:42,  Romans  12:1,

Colossians 3:16 and 1 Peter 5:7. Absolutes. Rise up! Chance happens. Fear God! Keep watch. Break bread,

Eat up, Drink up (Communion). Sing song. Shoot up (Prayer, candle, smoke, black phosphenes). Numbers

10:35, Ecclesiastes 9:11 and 12:13, Matthew 17:1-13 and 24:42, Romans 12:1, Colossians 3:16 and 1 Peter

5:7.  Absolutes.  Rise  up!  Chance  happens.  Fear  God!  Keep  watch.  Break  bread,  Eat  up,  Drink  up

(Communion).  Sing  song.  Shoot  up  (Prayer,  candle,  smoke,  black,  phosphene).  Numbers  10:35,

Ecclesiastes 9:11 and 12:13, Matthew 17:1-13 and 24:42, Romans 12:1, Colossians 3:16 and 1 Peter 5:7.


